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MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 9,
is extended to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

Mrs. F. H. Macorn ber and son of Seal
Harbor are in Ellsworth for the winter.
Miss Elizabeth M acorn her, who has been
spending the holidays at home, is with
them this week, but will leave Saturday
for Skowhegan, where she is teaching.
Judge and Mtb. A. W. King have closed

WEEK

Bijou theatre
Hancock Co Savings Bank
The Burrill National bank
O W Tapley—General ins agent
Ellsworth lx>an A Building AssociationShareholders* meeting
Wm E Whiting—Day-old chicks and hatching eggs for sale
In bankruptcy—Harold P Carter
Chas H Leland—Business for sale
Maine Central R R—Horses for sale

For, Security, Profit and Service
Here is an excellent way for the investment
The U. S. War Savings
of small sums.
sold
Certificates,
by us, are issued in denominations of $5 and which cost you in Jan
nary, 1918 $4.12—they are redeemable for
We also sell the 25$5 in January, 1923.
Cards are furnished
cent Thrift Stamps.
on which to paste the stamps. Will be glad
to explain—call or write.

Bangor:
L P Church—Men wanted
H E W’ade— Local correspondent
Rockland:
U 8 Shipping board—Trained seamen

j

tinued,

m.

hour before mail closes.
WEATHER

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Jan. 8. 1918.
observations
taken at the
power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union ttivei
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twdnty-four hours

| From

midnight. J

at

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
8at
Sun
Mon
Tues

sale:

FOR

One of the best located and equipped Ice Cream, Tobacco
and Confectionery Stores and News Stands in Maine,

doing a thriving business. The right
party. Good reasons for selling.

chance for the

right

10—

forenoon
clear

6—

cloudy

12 m

—14
—12
10—
17—
24—
2.'—
33—

18—
20—

.63
.14
.40

snow

snow

cloudy

snow

snow

Ellsworth, Maine

.52

.05

The woman’s club will meet next Tueswith Mrs. C. R. Burrill.

day afternoon

E. G. Moore left yesterday for Boston to
attend a convention of Rexalites of New

England.

noon

at 2.30.

Mr. and Mrs.

Parker

Russtll L.
on

are re-

the birth last

Earle Eaton and wife are at home from
Pittsfield, where they have been employed
at the

Lancey

bouse.

Willis Dunn and Emmons .Shea arrived
home Saturday night from Bath, where
they have been employed.

EARN YOUR THRIFT STAMPS

Harry Sargent
evening

give a Thrift Caul and
paid-in-advance yearly

at

pneumonia

died of

his

home

bridge, aged fifty-six

Stamp for every new
If you
subscription to The American, $1.50.
a
Thrift
already have your Thrift Card,
Stamp will be sent. Write name and address of
subscriber plainly ; also your own name and ad-

last

Brimmer’s

near

years.

was

well known

Unitarian club will give
Hancock

a

on

dancing

lied

Lioss

hall

will

ibai

ib

make

auu

h.iiui

work

Ijuished

shipment

a

wuuiu

like

ail

lo

the

hiou^ul

by Friday.
J. Stewart, U. S. S. Culgoa,
arrived home Saturday night to spend a
ten
days’ furlough with his another,
Mrs. M. A. Chapman.
rooms

Archie

Eeou Tilden, Hermou Sinclair, Frank
Moon, Earl Clark and Charles Maddocks
at

are

SON

&

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Representing

some

of the leading

companies

of this

and foreign

countries

Puiladelphia,
employed.

from

home

they have been

where

and

home here for the

LOCAL CORRESPONDENT
Notice of Sale of Horses
Wanted, to represent well- Notice hereby given that pursuant to
is

20. of Chapter
Maine, and other provisions of
said Statutes, the Maine Central Railroad
Co. will cause to be sold at public auction

and
FOR

Shrub
SALE

Miss Caroline Harrington
Ellsworth,

Main*

Waukeag Station

at ten o’clock in the

horses, described

or

to

let, with

without driver.

Prices Reasonable

22 WATER ST.
Ttl -pNonc,

ELLSWORTH
117-2

a

Sibley Martin was arraigned in the
Ellsworth municipal court last Saturday
on complaint of Dewey Gatcomb, for assault. He was adjudged guilty, and fined
Fine and

and costs.

Waukeag.

Said

of

said

was

A War Savings Certificate
with stamps allixed is increasing in value every minute.
They are
85 Government obligations, bear 1 per cent, interest, compounded
quarterly. They cost $4.12 in January, 1918 and are worth $5 in
1928. AVe have these Savings Certificates for sale, also Thrift
Stamps at 25 cents each.

used.

They

sister,

Bucksport

in

Sat-

The

double-ring

were

attended

Mrs.

Hancock County Savings Bank

by

W. C. Picker-

One

hands

sale to be

made

because

horses

p»aoe

at

their

or

omitted to

same

and pay

of
re-

the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.
By A. P. Fo-a, Ct mptroller.
Date i January 9, 1918.

Maine

Ellsworth,

ing, of Verona.
breaking of a Bix-incb pipe between
hydrant in front of H.
C. Austin & Co.’s store yesterday afternoon, filled the cellars of C. L. Morang’s
stores with two or three feet of water,
flooding out the fire of the steam beating
plant. The cellar of the building occupied by the A. & P. Tea Co. was also
flooded, hut no damage was done.
lbe

Correspondence Solicited
Telephones: Office 14, Residence, 41-3.
O. W. TAPLEY
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT
Tapiey Building, 13 Main Street, Ellsworth, Me.
Represents Reliable American

Mrs. Dana

congratulaH. Smith

on

a

28.
will meet with Mrs.

E.

The installation of officers of Wm. H.
H. Rice post, G. A. K., will be held at
the board of trade room next Saturday
afternoon

at

2.90.

As this

is

meeting in the new quarters,
is desired.

the

Mrs. William Koyai is critically ill at
East Maine general hospital in BanCITY

following a second operation. Mrs.
Royal underwent an operation some
weeks ago, and recovered sufficiently to
return home.
A second operation w'as

gor,

this

morning

was

slightly

as

im-

proved.
The

January committee

gregational
M.

of

church has secured
of

MacDonald

Bar

the ConRev. A.

Harbor to

give

on
lectures
of
his
illustrated
Jerusalem, Thursday evening, Jan. 17,
Mr. MacDonald traveled
in the church.
one

eight

of

months

in

Holy Land,
pictures, many

the

hundreds of

took
which

colored

were

for

in

him

especially

This lecture will be

interesting to everyone, coming as it does
just after the capture of Jerusalem by
the

British.

Tickets will
School

committee.

the

especially

urged

having

to

been

price
uuder fifteen years of

be for sale
children

attend,
made

by
are

special

a

for

children

age.

Announcements have

been received

in

marriage of Miss ElizaPalmer, Mass., to Edwin
Leavitt Clark, son of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin
A. Clark of Akron, Col., and grandson of
the late Augustus W. Cl rk of Ellsworth.
The wedding took place at the home of
the bride’s parents in Palmer Tuesday
evening, Jan. 1, in the presence of relaAn intives and a few intimate friends.
The bride is
formal reception followed.
Ellsworth of the
beth Bodfish of

a

full

dancing parties
popular with the
given at Society hall

Another of the
have grown
folks will be

so

day afternoon at 2 o’clock.

An

young
Satur-

invitation

is

now

awaiting call.
*• Ire nt Xortli CaMInf.

Monday morning of
Ingalls lost his valuable
milk farm at North Castine by fire. The
thermometer registered thirty degrees beMr. Ingall,' was
low aero at the time.
awakeued by the kicking of his horoc.
About two o'clock

last week K. C.

When he reached the barn be was unable
to euter because of smoke and flames and,

returning to the house was barely able to
get his wife and three chil ren through a
window before the

house

was

in

flames.

everything, including twenty-one
head of cattle, automobile, farming implements, milk supplies, household goods
and clothing. The property was partially
insured.
He lost

The

Army

Draft.

The last of the questionnaires were sent
out by the local board to-day, making
in all. The board has already made
considerable progress iu the classification
of registrants, but the work of sending
out the 200 questionnaires each day has
taken considerable time. By next week

2,066

the board will have the classification
in

I.amoiiie

Rolls of

council

for the

accounts

passed

were

commis-

as

game, and
terms of the old

sioner of inland fisheries and

expiration

the
1

fol-

as

nomination of

the

confirm

to

Willis E. Parsons of Foxcroft
of the
law

board under the

the

passed by

last

present no official
ttsh and game department in Maine, and no

legislature,

there is at

lows:

one

$3,621 30
Roll of accounts No. 11
STREET COMMISSIONER'S BOLL.
Highways. $ 240 70
521 93
Bridges.
305 38
Sidewalks.
39 28
Sewers.
1,107 29
ROLL.
TEACHERS' SALARY
$613 50
Common schools.
266 61
High school.

except the sheriffs, their deputies, police
officers and constables. All game wardens
are temporarily “out of commission.”
Miss Myrtle H. Hodgdon, the efficient
clerk of the fish and game department for
several years, has been placed in temporary

880 11

Grand total.

$ ,88

70

Notice was
received from Henry M.
Hall, counsel for Mrs. Annie S. Maddocks,
that she would make a c’ann for f2,000

damages agninst the city for injuries received by a fall on Pine street on Christmas day, and setting forth the nature of
the injuries and the alleged defect to
her fall.

which she attributes

cipal injury

consisted of

Leon H. Browrn

was

prin-

The

broken wrist.

a

added

to

the

list of

surveyors of wood, bark and lumber.
Laurel M. Poor was appointed and

con-

dog constable.
Adjourned.

firmed

as

in

have elected officers

for

of the

to enforce the game laws

department,

has written

gesting

appointment
Ellsworth, who

ca-

Wescott
of

the

comber of

sugH. Ma-

J.

was

serving

as

Hancock county,
special deputy sheriff to enforce the
for

chief game warden
as a

and in that

Sheriff

inland fish and game laws.
This Sheriff Wescott has
Macomber is
offenders

no

against

>

dore, and ’Tr.
’e
to prose

(jua'ifltd

the game laws

as

before.

Hancock’s Four-Minute Men.

Gage, branch chairman in
Island, has secured a9 speakers
Rev. F. B. Eliott, Howard Staples. Walter
Joyce, Alfred Bridges, Harry Johnson,
Fred Wilbur, Nelson Morse, and Capt.
I. B.

Dr.

Swan’s

William Herrick.
Hancock

Masonic h.lections.
The several masonic bodies in Ellsworth
lows

authority

charge
pacity

men

the

year

as

fol-

:

county

organizations

now

has

four-minute
of
it rank high

in nine out of eleven

its theatre towns, making
among the counties of the states.
Dr. G. A. Phillips is chairman in Bar
harbor, Judge F. B. Snow in BluehiLl, W.
in Bucksport, W. A. Walker in
C.

Lygonia lodge—Orrin M. Clement, W. I
Conary
M.; Carroll F. Shea, S. VY\; Asbury S. Castine, O. W. Tapley in Ellsworth. F. I.
Clement, J. W.; Charles E. Alexander, Phillips in Northeast Harbor. Rev. W.T.
treasurer; Charles VV. Joy, secretary; Forsythe in Southwest Harbor and Dr. B,
Percival L. Wescott, 9. D.; Arthur E. L. Noves in Stonington.
-Moore, J. D.
Acadia chapter—\V. A. Alexander, E. H.
COMING EVENTS,
P.; Carroll F. Shea, K.; Harry C. Austin,
F.
S.; Edward
Robinson, treasurer;
Thursday evening, Jan 17, at CongregaCharles W. Joy, secretary; Bartlett Cottle,
tional church—Illustrated lecture, JerusaC. of H.; Carl R. Wiberg, P. S.; Arthur E. lem, by Rev. A. M. MacDonald of Bar
Moore, R. A. C.
Harbor. Tickets, 25 cents; children under
C. tlfteen years, 15 cents.
Blauquefort commandery
Harry
Austin, E. C.; Ralph L. Hodgkins, U.;
Friday evening, Jan. 18, at Hancock
Forrest B. Snow, C. G.; Carroll F. Shea, S.
hall—Dancing party by Unitarian club.
W.; Omar W. Tapley, J. W.; Thomas E.
Tickets, 35 cents per couple: extra lad’es,
Hale, prelate; Edward F. Robinson, 10 cents.
treasurer; Charles W Joy, recorder.
Thursday evening, Jan. 3L, at Elks
building. Central
square.
Cambridge,
Curtailment of Train Service.
Mass.—Eleventh annual i^amoLoe reunion.
Announcement that passenger train serTickets, 50 cents.
vice will be curtailed Jan. 20, to meet the
—

needs

of

conservation and the

fuel

ex-

flttjrrttannciita.
peditious movement of freight, was made
>
Details
Saturday by the Maine Central.
I make a specialty of repairing fur garments
of the plans have not been announced.
i at low piices: work guaranteed
Also all
kinds of cleaning, pressing, cleansing and
There is a rumor, which cannot be conj repairing. Bear in mind that when vou need
that there will be but one train
firmed,

down

on

the

Mt.

about

morning,
present, and

one

; a suit or overcoat I have a small hut well sethe I lected stock, and it will pay you to iook it
! over before you decide.
at
DAVID FRIEND
the afternoon.
Main Street
Ellsworth

Desert

an

back

hour
in

branch

in

later

than

well

Reunion.

bridge, Mass., Thursday evening,

Shoe and Harness Repairs
by Parcel Post

Jan-

uary 31.

Mail

Meaning of Biblical PhraM.
The "lodge In a garden of cucumbers," mentloued in

Isaiah 1:8. is

a

I rude temporary shelter erected In the
or man
open grounds in which a boy

set to watch to scare away robbers
or the foxes and
jackets from the
vines.
Is

with

Starts

baud.

The eleventh annual Lamoine reunion
will be held at the Elks building, Cam-

at-

which

corps, and

reserve

Year

ness

Her condition

reported

Special Game Law Deputy.
Owing to the failure of the governor’s

MEETING.

Tittle BusiBoard.
The regular meeting of the city government was held Monday evening, Mayor
Hagerthy presiding. Aldermen present,
Wescott, Brown, Small and Moore (4).

New

returned to the

found necessary, and she
hospital last Wednesday.

first

tendance

Foreign Stock Companies
Prompt Settlements

and

Lowest Rates

the

suspended.

costs

friends extend

son, Dana, born at the home
of Mrs. Smith’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry L. Russell, in Warren, December
the birth of

consignee, though he has had notice of

proper charges thereon.

Ford

firemen

The literature club
E. Rowe, Jan. 14. Roll call, quotations
from “The Building of the Ship.” Papers:
about twelve years, way-billed from Ban- “The
I
Story of New Metlakabtla,” Miss
gor to Waukeag, date December 21. 1917, 1 black, “The World’s Large Canals,” Mrs.
No. 22, consigned to Fred Wheeler at said Robbins.

Public Auto Service
night.

follows:

as

fifteen

destination, has refused
ceive and lake awav the

or

were called out Saturday
chimney tire at Austin M.
Foster’s house, and again Monday for a
chimuey fire at Mrs. barlow Hall’s house.
No damage was done in either case.

The

afternoon for

Ellsworth

high,
weighing 1,000 pounds, age about twelve
bay horse, about
years, and one dark
sixteen
bauds high, weight 1,100, age
horse about

L INNEHAN’S
day

noon, Jan. 12, as planned, because of the
dancing party to be given that afternoon
for'the benefit of the Red Cross.

fl

on

Thursday, January 24, 1918

arrival

car

forenoon,

Junior Ked Cross w ill not meet in
grand jury room next Saturday after-

The
the

tions 'to Mr. and

brown

Marmalade

Revised

Statutes of

two

Home-Made

of the

59

Sect ion

at

service

was

court

Rivks and Heds. Pedigreed heavy laying stock
Rarred Plymouth Rock breeding cockerels. Prices reasonable considering
quality. If you want day-old chicks, book your order now.
WIVI. E. WHITING, Ellsworth, IN/lair-i®
telephones Otfioe II, Residence H6-I3.

in this

gregational parsonage
urday evening, Dec. 29.

remainder of the win- ! in the medical

arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal
yesterday charged with cruelty to
Eggs.
animals. He was adjudged not guilty.
and
Also Rhode Island lied

territory dealing in listed securities.
Opportunity to
develop extensive business.
Write H. E. Wade, Bangor
House, Bangor, and arrange
personal interview.

in the aviation

photographer

Mrs. Harry W. Haynes will
a graduate of Northfield seminary, Brown
evening for Charlotte, N. C.,
university and the University of Illinois.
for a short visit with thei* son Cuarles,
The groom, who is a graduate of Columbia
now in the training camp there.
university, is now associate professor of
Mrs. Alma R. Wbittemore and Miss economics and sociology
at
Hamilton
Elizabeth A. Sil*by have closed their college, Clinton, N. Y.
He has enlisted
Mr.

ter, and gone to Cambridge, Mass.
Harris M. Turner o^j North Ellsworth

FOR SALE
Day-old Chicks and Hatching

known banking house

o/’Ellsworth.Maeve

en-

leave this

1 stabllslied 1807—

—

who

that you may share in

so

Union Trust Company

Fred W. Bowden of Prospect and Mrs.
Lena B. Sylvester of Ellsworth were married by Rev. Henry W. Webb at thb Con-

for

Friday evening,
party
Music will be furnished by HigJan. 18.
orchestra.
gins’
Tue

BURRILL

May we not enroll you as a depositor
year's distributions of interest?

this

as

there later.

Jerusalem.

ot

C. C.

you to withdraw them.

discon-

assigned to Cornell university, Ithaca,
N. Y., tor a six months’ course in photography. Mrs. Hooper expects to join him

few years ago
local tracks.
a

at

Ellsworth, Maine

as

and

The

AMERICAN,

it has not been

be

corps and left for Fort Slocum Dec. 33,
will be pleased to learn that he has been

John W. Frazier last Thursday night
lost his valuable horse, Amherst Boy,
which

dress, and send, with money, to

but

will

the main and the

ceiving congratulations
Thursday of a son.

GET BUSY, BOYS AND GIRLS

postoffice

Mrs. Bowden’s

cloudy,fair fair
cloudy cloudy,snow
snow
cloudy

33—
82—
38—

The woman’s relief corps will meet at
Mrs. H. F. Wescott’s to-morrow after-

CIIAS. H. LELAND,

THE

itatiou

afternoon
clear

Until further notice pictures at the
Bijou will change Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.

Address,

The American will

Precip-

Weather
conditions

Teroperature

Lakewood

as

yet.
Nokomis Rcbekah lodge, No. 73, has
elected officers as follows: Ella N. Wardwell, N. G.; Delia C. Hopkins, V. G.;
Amanda
Annie
Springer, secretary;
Leland, treasurer. Officers will be privately installed Tuesday evening, January 15. Supper will be served at 6.30.
listed

For Week

ending

officially

known

Friends of Harold L. Hooper,

feLLNUOKTH

IN

term of court.

F.

the Lakewood

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an

February

D. 1, has been extended to EllsIt is understood that later
worth Falls.

Going West— 10.30 a m; 6.50 p m.
Going East—6.10 am: 8.46 p m.

I

This amount was distributed among our 4,500 depositors in this de
partment, whose aggregate deposits now amount to more than
$1,000,000.
Very likely YOU have an account with us now. if "n1, wo would
<.
Backed
suggest that you consider the advisability of opeiin.,.
up by our large capital and surplus, also the integrity and reputation
which this bank has always enjoyed, yourjfuntii- an safe beyond
question and immediately available should it become necessary for

ter, and Mrs. King is now with Judge
King in Portland, where be is holding
court. They will go from there to Franklin county, where Judge King will preside

R.

AT POSTOPPICE

CLOSE

their house for the remainder of the win-

ville and

MAILS RECEIVED.

MAILS

this bank paid to depositors in its Savings department by credits to
their accounts, the sum of $33,022 25, being the year's interest oli
their deposits.

F. f). mail route heretofore running from l/ikewood to Otis and Maria-

effect, Dec. 1, 1917.

Week Day».
From Wert—6.41, 1146 a m; 4.24 p
From Ea*»t—11.10 a m; 6.22 p m.

During the Year 1917

The R.

BLLSWORTH POSTOPPICK.

In

all. The proceeds will be
R^d Cross.

to the

at tne

MAILS

dv. HI DULE OF
ST

t

‘abbertigmunte.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

given

No. 2.

i"TS?l

1918.

charges paid one way.
Prompt Delivery.

Mark your address carefully.
Best of Stock and Workmans!)

Bluehill Shoe and Harness Hospital
Established

Ed. G. Williams,

5

Years

Bluehill,

Local Agent for Stage and Express

Me.

fHatna

SUNDAY SCHOOL

EDITED BT "AUNT

It, Motto:

Lesson 2.—First
ary

Quarter,

“Helpful and Hopeful

"

13, 1918.

INTERNATIONAL SERIES

1

—

The purposes of this column arc suoclnct y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
comBeing lor the common good, It Is for the
of Inmon use—a public servant, a purveyor
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange ot l«leas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It in this respectmunications' mast be signed, but the name of

Text of the Lesson, Mark 1:12-20—
Memory Verse 1 Cor. 10:13—Golden
by permission
Text, Mark 1:15—Commentary Pre-( writer will not be printed except to
approval or
Communications will be subject
pared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
but none
the
editor
of
column,
tie
rejection by
will De rejected without good reason. Address
The record of the forty days in the all communications to

Lydia E. Pinkham’i
Vegetable Compound Did
For Ohio Woman.

his

own

most

essential

personality,
!

BAYSIDE. 476, ELLSWORTH.
Jan. 2, there was a large attendance.
Officers were installed by Past Master 9.
8. Estey, with Otton Clough and Doris
Pray as marshals. At the next meeting
the first and second degrees will be conferred on two candidates. During tbe
last quarter ten members were initiated.

Portsmouth, Ohio.—" I suffered from
irregularities, pains in my side and wasI
__

so weak
could

at times

hardly get

around to do my
work, and as I had
four in mv family
and three boarders
it made it very hard
for me. Lydia E.

LAMOINK, 264.
The grange bold a regular session Jan. 1,
spite of the c ild. wi;h .bout thirty
present. The lie wiy* elected officers were
in

Pinkham’s Vege-

go;

table

Lord Jesus" seem to me so helpful that But the fact stands clear that I am here.
In this world of pleasure and woe.
1 feel led to quote them. He says In
And out of the mist and murk,
vol. L page 114." As the Son's first words
Another truth sbiues plainof all eoneeming the Father (Luke I It is my power each day and hour
life
of
To add to its joy or its pain.
11:49), embraced the whole inner
and the second, concerning his righteousness (Matt 3:15), embraced the

signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of tbe writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.
be

What

THE AMERICAN,
wilderness, tempted of the devil, which ;
Ellsworth, Me.
Alack gives in the first two verses of
today's lession. Is more fully recorded
NOBODY SHIRKED.
The
in Matt. 4:1-11; Luke 4:1-13.
1 kn<>w not whence I came,
remarks of Stier in his "Words of the
know not whither 1
I

This column i* devoted to the Grange, esc« umy
pecially to.the grange* of Hancock
The column ia open to all grangers for the
disensaionof topic* of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All|commnmentions must

FOR WOMEN”

Compound

recommended
to me. I took it
and it has restored
It is
my health.

medicine for

I know that the earth exists.
It is none of my business why;
I cannot find out wtaar it’s all about,
I would not wxjte time to try.
My life is a brief, brief thiug,
I am here for a little space.
And while 1 stay I would like, if I may,
To brighten and better the place.

saw.”—Mrs.

certainly the best
s ailments I ever
Sara Shaw, R. No. 1,

>

woman

Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved

by Pant Master C. B. Young, the
march being used
A short program was
given, consisting of recitation by Effie
McDonald, singing by the brothers, short
readings by several members and singing
by tbe grange. A New Year’s resolve w as
made to begin meetings promptly on time.
installed

was

the merit of this
medicine and wrote this letter in order |
entire work of his active and passive
that other suffering women may find t
obedience for us, so now the fulfillrelief as she did.
ment of all righteousness, in its three
Women who are suffering as she was
great branches Is maintained and asshould not drag along from day to day ]
serted against the tempter to un- j The trouble. I think, with us all
without giving this famous root and I
herb remedy, LydiaE. Pinkham'sVegerighteousness. His obedience approves J Is the lack of a high conceit.
this
spot
table Compound, a trial. For special
itself in the renunciation of all en- { If each man thought he was sent to
sweet.
more
it
a
bit
To
make
advice in regard to such ailments write
jeyment, of all honor, of all else in How soon we could giadden the world.
to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,Lynn,
this world; and thus be leads human j
Mass. The result of its forty years
How easily right all wrong,
nature hack to (Sod again, through the If
nobody shirked, and each one worked
experience is at your service.
selfsame way by which ii had fallen
To help his fellows along!
from him." Matthew says that he fastCease wondering why you came—
{ little creature aht was then! Things have
ed forty days and forty nights; Luke j
Stop looking for faults and flaws;
been mnde verv easy fnr E’sie all these nine
both
eat
say
he
did
that
nothing;
says
Rise up to-day in your pride and say:
years. -Get along with her as easily as you
that afterward be was hungry, or hun•‘I’m part of the First Great Cause!
can,” I once heard her mother remark to the
gered, aih! then the devil came sug- However full the world.
Her life has been ordered from that
nurse
gesting that he should turn stones into j There is room for an earnest man.
I point of view. I wonder if at thirty, or even
or I would not be—
had
need
of
me,
It
us
is
ever
tempting
bread. The devil
I if at eighteen, she will Uhank her parents for
I am here to strengthen tbe plan.”
to seek tlie nourishment of life inde- j
I their over-indulgence of her.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
more
so
i
pendent of God, and never
1j
I know some people living on Easy street
1
than now.(1917-1918), when the ques- Dear M. B. Friends:
1 who are living jnst as earnest and self-sacrition of how to obtain food is a world- I I am sure the poem will commend itself ficing lives as are being lived anywhere in
wide one, and God is left out, and the to
Indeed. I sometimes have a
your attention, for it presents the help- the world to-day
toward Easy street myself; and yet
Fourth Commandment set aside, and ful
spirit. It disposes of vague question- drawing
the words of our Lord seem forgotten ings, at least for the time being, and gives if the-e are the alternatives, I know which I
As
wouid choose tor myself and children.
that “Man doth not live by bread alone, one something practical to do instead.
j between Ea»> street and a flabby intellect and
but by every word that prooeedeih |
Hardship lane with an alert and acquisitive
out of the mouth of the Lord doth man
The many M. B.'s who have shared io
mind; as between Easy street with a dull
He virtually said, “I commit tbe hospitality of the home of Captain conscience and Hardship lane with an active
live.”
the sustentation of my life entirely Cbatto at Kast Surry, will have a sense of our; as between Easy street with a patronis1
Into the hands of God.” Thus let us personal loss and hear with deep regret ing coudetcewdiug spirit and Hardship lane !
all say. We cannot claim the protect- ; and with much sympathy for its owner, with a truly democratic one; as between Easy !
ing care of God if we presumptuously that the buildings have been destroyed by street with mu ossifying heart and Hardship
lane with sympathies as wide as the world, I
place our lives in danger, and as to i fire. We not only recall tbe cordial wel- 1
one second
which I woul«. I
can decide in
accepting earthly power or favor from j come of the Capt. and “Dell” which was choose.
—Howard A. Bridgman.
the devil, the thing is wholly impos- ;,extended to us so many times, but we re- I
sible to a true child of God, though it j member the pleasant rooms, the modern
Once I would not hive believed that s
Is often done by those who profess to improvements, tbe many con veniencea, 1
housekeeper eou; entertain company sevthat
mentions
collections
of
relics
and
!
Mark
j
the
children.
be his
interesting
eral days, serve a Const mas dinner to ten
I
our Lord was with the wild beasts. L mementos w hich are gathered in a life
j persons, am. use no su-jrar except a lull*
;
and
never
be
David
and
wnich
can
time
but as he had delivered
replaced. to “sweeten” off ye, but it can be done.
1
Daniel from them, they could have no What changes in a few short mouths! |
be
assured
that
the M. I
and
Chatto
Matthew
may
RECIPES.
power over him. Both
j Capt.
Mark tell ns that angels ministered ti. family is very sorry tor his great loss.
IPs -bulletin:”
From M.
So did they in all his life,
unto him.
Oatmeal .'uokies-Two cups rolled:
We have not had much m°ntion of w hat
at his birth, in Gethsernane. at his
oats, ‘a cup d->uf, 1 cup sugar, 1 egg, 2
resurrection, and they are ever minis- books are being read with interest this
teaspoons baking powder, 2 tablespoons ;
tering to believers (Heb. 1:14). Les- winter. Now Christmas is past, and oleo, 1 pinch salt, 3 tablespoons milk.
verses 14.
son
15, tell ns that he ISanta Claus no doubt stocked up some of Mix
dry ingredients, add egg beaten, and
preached the gospel of the Kingdom your libraries with new books. Let us milk; drop by teaspoonfuls into greased |
of God. saying, the Kingdom of God bear of some you like especially well.
pan; bake in moderate oven.
In the account of his Surely, with the continued extremely
is at hand.
Quick Cup Cake»-Place the flour
transfiguration, where we see the other cold weather and snow, some time can be i sifter in the mixing bowl and put in it
two forty-day fasters witli him. we spent in reading. We are all glad to knit
1^ cups flour % cup fine granulated sugar,
for the soldiers, but a good many cannot
see a fulfillment of his saying. ‘There
2 level teaspoons baking powder, % teahe some of^them that stand here, follow one line of work too steadily, and sp«wii» -alt, sift in howl. In the measuring
which shall not taste of death till sometimes oue accomplishes more uy
cu,» m It
cup shortening, break in 1 or
they have seen the Kingdom or Ill’ll making use of s “rest place” or by a 2 -^gs. til' up the cup with milk; add V,
come with
power.” The context in change of work. Speaking of books, not teaspoon flavoring or
easpoon spice.
Matthew. Mark and Luke makes It a recent one but one which 1 know a Mix with dry ingredients, beat well, bake
number have read with enjoyment aud
of
transthe
events
the
that
very plain
in muffin tins.
figuration were a fulfillment of these recommended to others, is “A Voice in
words, for the glorified Christ, the the Wilderness’ by Grace L. H. Leutz.
Measles Not Necessary.
risen Moses, the translated Elijah, and
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newly-elected officers

Gray, roaster; Zora
Philip Gray, lecturer;

Roy C

are:

Chat to,

overseer;

Waller Sanborn,
steward; Everett L Gray, ass stant steward; Bessie WnrdweU, chaplain; Loriug B
Coombs, treasure; Grace Mason, secretary; Leland Harvey, gatekeeper; Sylvia
D Gray,
Ceres; Daisy Gray, Pomona;
Emma Condon,
Luetta Bridges, Flora;
lady assistant steward. Installation will

January

be

800,000

SLAY

3mong tilt ®rangtr».

“BEST MEDICINE

MADCK".

Janu-

j

THE

SMwrtionuatt.

finuftt Column.

gtcrrtisrauM*

ARMENIANS

Children
1,200 000 Men, Women end
Starved, Robbed, Enslaved or

Deported

\jy||r

by Turks.

The Hague.—One-half, or 800,000.
were urn
of the Armenian people who
of
iler Turkish rule at the beginning
or
the war have been slaughtered
starved tc death by Turks, according
sevto an Indictment issued here by
Influential Hollanders, among
eral
whom are A. F. de Savomln Lehman,
Dr.
the Dutch minister of state, and
minisAnton van Gyn, formerly Dutch

Pneumonia

CASCARAMpUININE
'_VoIA\Ov

the three disciples representing Israel
In the flesh set before us the kingdom
John the Baptist, the
In miniature.
twelve and the seventy, as well as our
Lord himself, all preached the kingdom as at hand, but It did not come
because his enemies laid violent hands
upon It and him, and would have none
of It nor him, and so he told them later
In his ministry that it would not come
till he would return from the far
As It is
country (Luke 19:11, 12).
written In Acts 3:21, "The Heaven
must receive him until the times of
restoration of all things which God
hath spoken by the mouih of all his
holy prophets since the world began.”
The kingdom being rejected, and
therefore postponed till his return,
he Is calling to himself all who are
willing to receive him, that they may
become fishers of men, and that he
through them may preach repentance
and remission of sins lu all the world
and so the “whosoevers” be gathered
out of all nations who will from the
Bride, the Lamb's wife, for whom he
watts ere he will return to set up his
kingdom of righteousness and peace
on earth.
These men. Simon and Andrew and
James and John, whom he calls to follow him, had evidently received remission of sins through the preaching of
John the Baptist (verse 4). for we cannot be followers of Jesus, or his diaeiples, till we have received remission
of our sins through him. To this end
we are not called upon to give up or
The free gift of
forsake anything.
God Is eternal life, even Christ himself, who Is the Bread of life, and the
Water of Life, and the only way to
obtain him is to receive him. without
whatany merit or works on our part
ever
(John 1:12; 3:16; 4:10; 6:27;
10:28; Rom. 3:24; 6:23; Rev. 22:17).
Then being redeemed be asks us to
follow him. become his disciples, and
let him work In us to will and to do
of his good pleasure. The cost of our
salvation fell wholly upon him. but the
cost of discipleship falls upon the believer. who being redeemed, must be
follow him,
willing to forsake all and
renouncing all that 1* not from him.

(Luke 14:33.)

selection:

I have

of the old ideas handed down for
was the thought that it was
necessary for a child to have measles,
whooping cough and other diseases, and
:berefore the sooner those diseases come
:he better. Nothing could be more falOne

LIPB ON EASY STREET.

been] able to acquire any
property
Easy street, but since a few
friends and acquaintances are just
now
residing there, 1 am somewhat familiar with
never

on

generations

its life. I like to study it.
lacious. it is not necessary for children
There are my friends the Welloffs, for
j
“common ailments.”
these
example, they never had auy children, aud to have
Welloff once confided to me that neither
Furthermore, in the Iwht of death records
of them very
much cared, and
when I
rovvring u»vh*1vs and whooping cough it
veutured to suggest that they adopt one, ♦veins necessary to take all
precautions to
he rejoined. “What do you
take us lor.
prevent the spread of such disorders.
come
aud
as
anyway?” They
go
they please. The chance* of a child’s
becoming a
Almost every winter they spend at least i
Mroug and bea'thy ciliz *n are far better
a tew weeks in Florida
or Egypt, or some
if he avoids measles, whooping cough and
other
are
balmy
region. They
very
hospitable when at home, aud I have met the other diseases of pin dbood.
iu their dining-room some of the leadiog
artists and musicians iu the city. I like to |
Derivation of “Cribbage.”
dine at the Welloff's. The eight courses
are always delicious, aud faultlessly served
The
word
“cribbage” Is simply
as well.
Their house is lull of fascinating
“crib” plus “age.” The “age” Is the
antiquesaud curios from all pantof the world. common English noun-forming terminSomehow, 1 miss, however, the litt.e shoes
ation acquired by our tongue from
and doilies that might he here or there.
French and traceable back to the Latin
But Mrs. Welloff is very foud of her canary,
The “crib" is not
neuter “aticum.”
aud ouce sat up nearly all uight to
teud
from the name of the crib used In the
it wheu it was sick.
Just

opposite the Welloffs is the fiue stoue
which belongs to my college classmate. Jack Chameleon, or to speak more exactly, to bis wife, for after Jack had struggled
aioug two or three years in his profession,
a rich aud estimable youog lady captured bis
fancier They have a number of chilureu
mansion

to look after them,
never scant their paChameleon has undergone
qu.te a cooling of professional ambitious.
His office h >uis are well inside the limit of a
seven-hour working day. tasked him shout
that book which used to glow iu his imagination as a possibility of the fu.ure, before he
met Mrs. C., aud he jokingly replied: “Ob,
well, there are a lot of books of that type
afloat now. Come over and play golf, won't
«
you, some afternoon?
There is another house
on Easy street
where I call occasionally, but not so frequently as when little Elsie Sweetface wus
just beginning to toddle. What a fascinating

auu

pieuty of

At Any Drug Store

MTTKRY TO

duties.

WAS * KILLING ALL RUN DOWN.

Symptoms of on-coming kidney trouble de-

fur neglect invite*
Bu- kner. Somerset.
Va
w.ites:
“1 wa.- lee.ing all run town;
After It kiug
tired, with pain* iu my b«ck.
Foley Kidi ey Pills I felt like a new n an.”
Backache, iheumatic pains, stiff joints, sore
muscles, swollen ank es, puffiuess under yes,
ents yield
and sleep-disturbing bladder ail
quickly to this time-tried remedy, a been to
uiH.d e aged men aud women.-Motre’s Drug
Store.
seive prompt attention,
Louis
*e >uus illness.

Hon. Sf th M. Carter of An
firm of While A

Jftidnighi; Mali in Morning.

A .ew night* ag
■null cni'd i»ic

oi.v of

my patrons had a
wi b cr-'up about midnightwrite* M.T. Dai is, HeuraviUe, W. Va.
‘•They c:«me 10 my >tore and got a bottle of
Fo e.v's Money «u*J Tai. B*l -re morning the
chid was entirely iecvere-1
The father’s
» mveu
name i* U.«
Isn't it unwise to exwith ui k owi. cough medicines
per nient
wb« yo can gri The genuine Foley’- H« nev
d ra-t
a
H* si f«*r roughcol ;s. croup and
la grippt-. —Moore's Drug Store.

cm.

’ember

Carer,

and

counsel for the Maine Onrral railroad, die * Friday afier a long Hines*. He
ha 1 been a member of noth House and
Senate of tbe Maine legislature, and wae
at one time chairman of tbe republican
State committee.
Maine

unanimously

voted

lay

to

tbe

on

table

of H< n. Willis E. Parsons
of Foxcroft as commissioner of inland
wav
i fisheries snd game, which office
>
created by the last legislature, which
>

tbe nomination

also abolished

Three-Braced Legs Have Holea In Top
Into Which Fit Pronga From
an Iron Hoop.

; fisheries and
attached and

rejected

the commission
game.

A

of inland

referendum

accepted by

the

was

people but

governor. The council
nomination of tbe three

by tbe

confirmed the

Any farmrt- will understand the accompanying cut without much explanation. The three-braced legs have holes
In the top Into which fit prongs running
out from an Iron hoop. The top of the

sea and shore fisheries
D. Crie of Cast ins, E. W. Gould
I of Rockland and Harry C. W'ilbur of
Portland.

commissioners of
Horace

■

Two little girls; aged three and seven
were left on the piaxza of a Houlton
Thursday night when the tbtr
mometer registered ten below zero, with a
heavy wind and snow blowing. Tbe inmates of tbe bouse were attracted by tbt
crying of tbe children, who were taken in
and are now being cared for at the county
j jail. The following note was pinned to
the coat of one of the children: “Get
these children boarded at the tow n’s expense. lam penniless to-night, with no
*

years,
! home

|

place to take them. K^ep them until you
get a place for t hem. Tht ir fat her deserted
me.
Do not try to find our who
they b* long to. I love my babies, but
cannot keep them.”

them and

Holder for Sack*.

bag Is placed over this hoop, and the
outside hoop Is placed over It. writes
C. J. Lynde In Farmers Mall and
Breeze.
By screwing up the nut on
the bolt of the outside baud the bag
Is held firmly In place.

j

Magazine ami Hook Note*.
January Farm and Fire*ide is thi

The
first

That Legumes Are Benefited le Shown
by Several Experiment Station*—
Increase* Growth.
Farmers sometimes question the advisability of Inoculating legumes. That
legumes are benefited by Inoculation
has been shown by several experiment
stations. The Wisconsin, Illinois and
other stations have shown that Inoculation gives decidedly beneficial results.
In the first place. Inoculation Increases the total growth of the plant,
giving greater yields of hay. In most
test cases the hay crop has been Increased about 20 per cent and In some
Instances It has been doubled.
Not
only Is more hay produced, but the hay
Is richer in protein and consequently
of higher feeding value, according to
W. A. Albrecht of the University of
Missouri college of agriculture. Cowpeu hay from plants. Inoculated at the
Illinois station, contained 26 per cent
protein while plants not treated curried hut 15% per cent of this valuable
food constituent.
Inoculation enables
the plant to get nltri^en from the air
In addition to that from the soil. This
not only conserves the supply, but
When the crop Is turned under It increases the nitrogen content of the
soli.
Inoculation, then. Is beneficial because it increases the yield and Improves the quality ->f hay and enriches
the soil through rhe nitrogen of the
air. These benefits Justify the expense
apd trouble of Inoculation.
Itch.'
8crfttcb!
I(cb!
Itcb!—Scratch*
Scratch! The nioie you scratch, the worse
the itch. TryDoau's Ointment. For ecaenia.
any akin I'cbioK- IVH: a b-'X. Ad t.

Mrs. Thomas Edwards of Oberlln.
O., at the age of ninety-five years has
supplied her four sons and numerous grandchildren with epough canned
stuff from her own garden to supp*>
them for the winter.

you

the

n»-

at

dreade

worm*

a *pses

are

some

of

of children.

nm&HOf worms are:

Deranged

stomach,

(rasa tort t*t

the

nose,

swollen
upper lip,
•«*ui stomach, offensive
breath,
bsrrt rad full belly with occas> nal giipiugs sad paint about
the uav I, pale face of leaden
tint.
e\es
heavy and dull.
ifei iw; ching
eyelid*, itcbiug o
itching f the rect nt. short dry

grinding of the teeth. 1 ttle red points
sticking out on tongue, starting during sleep,

cough,

Dr. True's Elixir,

Family Laxative and
surely and quickly ex*

the

Expelle
pal worm*, cor re t upset stomach aud constipation. Adult* are also benefited, and write

Worm

w

11

"Lr. True’s Elixir has
letters like tbi
done roe a world 1 good. John Glass, Hous
toD, Texas’’ A’ all deal*
era’, 40c. ttOe and ||Jb
Write ns
us

national

Nrm

been heretofore

Springfield,

at

how

to

do

so;

“Prosperity

aud

Through Planning” will show you how to
bos* your work. In addition, then* are

She did all her

artici**

ai«)ut

winter

dairying,

housework,

garden work except the plowing, and
canned her products under the direction of manuals furnished by the national emergency food garden commis-

garden, automobiles, farming without
horses, health, beauty, and tbe first installof a fine fiction story centered
ment

sion.

stroyer, all of which round out
lent isaui.

JANE

ADDAMS

around

Says Sympathies

of Women Will
Developed by Demand of
Human Needs.

to

injure

a

submarine dean

excel-

Billy

Wa«hln*rtnn.—That th#* sympathies
women will he developed hy the tremendous demand of human needs Is
the oplulon of Miss Jane Addama.
“The response of women to an International situation which calls for daily,
uninteresting, horesome conserving,
will re-orlentnfe the notions of what
human relations mean.” she said In a
talk before the national council of

BAD THIt GKIP THREE WE' KWitb January comes Is grippe
Linger ire
colds seem to'settle in the system, caosmg
one to sc be all over, feel feveEish aid • bil’y.
tired, heavy and droop!ug
wr* UnieTyioHenderson. Kv., write*
"Mv Hauebter bad
la grippe for three weeks.
1 bad the doctor
sod bought medicine and none
f, it did auv
eood
1 gave her Voley'a Honey aud Tar and
n
w
she is all right.'
I have told all m>
friends about it.”
be genuine
Insist on
Foley’* Honey sod Tar Moore's Drug Store

Washington recently.

“Look bevond the petty details of
food saving, attd see a vision of the
wonderful chance of responding to human needs, feel enlisted in the service
of internationalism. while following
the routine of conservation.” is Miss
Addarna' message to American women.
She is speaking twice a mouth, in different purta of the country, for the
United States food commission.

—

cloDft'iwr.itnit

I

A GOOD FRIEND
good frien 1 stands by you when
Ellsworth people tell how Doan’*
Kidney Pills have stood the teat. Mr.
Clark endorsed Doan's overftHe years ago
and again confirms the story. Could you
A

‘FAMILY HISTORY’ LOSES SUIT

need.

York Wife Charging Husband
Flirted With Her Sister la
Denied Divorce.

Cold

plot

Unusual Celebration.
six month- oM. and in
honor of the event hi* f;«th‘*r purchased n fine new ldch chair for him.
Little Surah, who lived next door, was
much excited over the new possession
and brought her mother in to see it,
saying: “Oh. mother, look at the new
high chair Billy's father bought him
for his half a birthday.”

Be

of

women In

a

SEES VISION

anorniwinir.:*.

Pinwnrma and at >mach

issue of that

Ohio. In this issue Ivan S. Koasiter, a
Canadian private who was captured by
the Germans, tells bow it feels to be a
prisoner ip German hands; “When You
Build Y’our House” is a helpful and |suggestive article; “Borrowing Money From
Uncle Sam” is an article w hich will tell

—

Guard Chi'diea Aaanst Worms

monthly

paper, which has always
published twice a month

GOOD WORK OF INOCULATION

slow fever.
tit*..pat

\r:m

|

New
Outside the Law.
The siratige«t pun -hment which
slil! survives in Great Britain under
ni"*' rn law is that of
“outlawry.**
About ten years ago a lawyer charged
with forging a check wa« “outlawed”
in the Glasgow high court. By this
sentence the person of the accused is
declared forfeit, lie cannot bear testimony in a court, nor sue. nor defend
an action.
He cannot act on a jury,
nor vote at an election, nor act as tutor or guardian to another person.
If
anyone robs him he has no redress.
Put

#

of the Saw

J

DOES HER B!T AT 95

servants

though they ihemselves
rental

but is from the verb “to crib,”
the dictionaries; tills point seems
rather finely drawn, since the crib itself may derive Its name from the verb,
to crib, indicating that the dealer cribs
or draws cards from the other players.

Hiu'tTpTujred

24 Tablet* for 25c.

number of children who, separated
from their relatives, lie along the caravan routes or wander about the towns
was
Oscar H. Dunbar of Jonesp^rt
like dogs runs Into tens of thousands. I selected as director of see aud shore
It Is scarcely credible that in the twen- I fisheries
Saturday by the commission.
tieth century the extermination of al- Mr. Dunbar was
appointed commissioner
|
most an entire people under such terI of sea and shore fisheries by
Governor
rible circumstances was possible. But Curtis
during the latter part of his adminentirely trustworthy evidence of neu- istration, and was serving in that capacity
tral consular officials, of German and when tbe law creating the office of com!
Swedish missionaries and teachers Is i mission of sea and shore fisheries was
available and puts the mutter beyond declared
operative.
j
all doubt”
council
Tbe
governor**
Thursday

16.

game,
say

opiatte—no
rtJda

c

__

death by starvation.
“This remnant of the Armenian people In Asia Minor.” says the statement
of these neutrals, "is a starving logof
ger people, consisting In the main
old nten and women and children. The

DEVICE HOLDS GRAIN SACKS

j

A

•

!

j

J

form—cafe*

pieaaant after affects.
1 > 24 h^urt Grip in 3
C cea
de v. Money bJH*k If itfs'la. Get the
genu ne b<« with

of finance.
In all. they assert, the Turks have
men.
deported 1,200.000 Armenian
of
women and children, robbeil them
all they possessed, massacred the men.
carried off the women and girls to Turkish hurerns and Kurdish villages, sold
the children in the slave market and
abandoned the remainder to slow
ter

—

—

v r-medy — in tablet
•*» *«■ J to take. No

The old f*m

—

j

Neglected
Cc Ids bring

ask for
K.

Spring. N. Y.—Justice J.

A.
denied

more

convincing testimony?

J. Clark, 17 Union
**Some

St..

Ellsworth,
troubled

says:
years ago, 1
Young of the supreme court,
with kidney complaint. 1 had severe,
in
Dutchess county nn application
shooting pains across the -mall of my
made by Mrs. W. A. Deyo of Verplank,
hack.
The kidney secretion-* were unfor a separation from her husband
natural
and
irregular in
passage. 1
whom her slater accused of flirting
started to use Doan's Kidney Pills sod

with her.

The justice refused a decree aftei
the plaintiff's sister. Lilllnn. admitted
Mrs. Deyo \vas the fourth of theii
family to bring marital actions, two
sisters having received divorces am!
two having sued for separations.
The plaintiff's sister declared thal
on two occasions when she called on
Mrs. Deyo, Mr. Deyo forced his attention on her and made proimsals u
her. Mr. Deyo absolutely denied tht
accusations of the sister-in-law. wbt
was divorced some time ago from he:
husband, and he non the action.

was

.1 could

see that
1 was receiving great
1 have since had return attacks
have used Doan’s Kidney Pills with

relief.
aud

results.” (Statement give®
good
August 7, 1011.)
On December 4, 1«16, Mr. Clark said:
4*I have had no trouble with my kidneys since 1 recommended Doan’s Kidney Puls before. 1 have unlimited faith
very

1

in this medicine and endorse -t

Price 00c, at all dealers.

again.”

Don’t simply
kidney remedy—gel Doan a Kidney Pills—the
ll*rk
Mr.
same
that
has twice
p'lbltcljf recommended. F»*
ter-Mil burn to., Props, Buffalo, N. Y.

ask for

a

NEWS

COUNTY

BKOOKUN.
Mm. H. D. Powers,

G.

ho bss

w

been

ill, is

better.

Mrs. Austin Herrick has erysipelas in
hand.
who has been
Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth,
at the Hancock house iu Ellsvery ill
her

worth, is much better.
Frederick Cole, who has been at borne
returned to the Univer(or tbe holidays,
last week.
sity of Msme

Bridges

Mrs. A. W.

goods to Beech Hill lake where he expects
to bring his feeble wife. They will occupy the Salisbury cot.age.

has returned

from

been

visArlington, Mass., here she has
Mrs. Thomas Tolcott.
iting her mother,
*

Miss Irene Wells, who baa spent her vaand Mrs. K.
cation With her parents, Capt.
to Bates college Mony Welli, returned

ments and unbroken roads to go to Bangor for E. J. Murphy for parts of ma-

chinery ordered.
Howard Moore of Lakewood, the rural
career, has a doable rout6 to cover, since
the discontinuance of the l^akewood postoffice last Friday. He makes the trip to
and from Ellsworth Falls in a day, thereby
making the rural going-out mail one day

Murphy

The

whistle

was

parenta-teacbers' association will
meet January 13, being postponed a week
There will
ow ing t., the storm Saturday.
be a special program.
The

fberc will bea social for the benefit of
the Ked Cross Wednesday evening at Miss
Parker’B store. There will be a parcel-post
sale. Clam stew will be served.
Center Harbor

lodge

Kebekan

held

its

installation Friday evening, Jan. 5, at i.
Officers were installed by
O. O. F. ball.
Mrs. Forreat Snow, D. D. P., of Bluehill.
Use Femme.
Jan. 7.
EAST OKLA.ND.
Pickering is ill.

Mrs. Kate

Pickering

'loro

lost

Friday

horse

a

night.
Cunt

Cora
who

is

Mrs. Sadie Roberts.

with

ill.

is

Aipbe«» Blaisdell

engaged as

is

sawyer

Jehuson anil.

in the

Gertruda

Mrs.

Blaisdell and

children

visiting in Penobscot.

are

Mrs. Hazel Smith has been viaitiug her
father at the Johnson camp.
and

Mr.

spending

a

Mrs. Vincent DeCourcey
few weeks in Boston.

are

Students of Bucksport seminary are at
on account of a general freeze-up.

home

Galen Grindle has returned from Brewer,
and is work mg for Bowden & McDonald.
Grace Gibbs has returned to Norton,
spending the holidays with

Mass., after

parents.

her

Frank McDouald is spending a few* days
m Bucksport, where he is having treatment for bis face.

Percy and Eddie Grindle have
the Snow lot and
Bowden & McDonald.

on

Russell Bowden

of

Monday,

a

town

after

are

a

camp
for

working

Orrington

was

in

load of youug cattle

bought of Charles Grindle.

he had

Dunbar, who is spending the
Florida, writes of a bad freeze
This is the third cold spell they

Emily

winter in

there.
have had this

winter,and

much the worst.

All the fruit in groves

bred

not

was

frozen.
M

Jan. 7*
CRANBERRY

ISLES.

Harvey Stanley left Monday tor Bangor.
Mrs. Rose Wedge has returned from a
visit

in

Bangor.

Gustave

Peterson and family have gone

to Boston for the winter.

a

running

and the

screamed

like

USE WORSTED

turned home.

John Bunker and wife, Fred Bracey,
(laughter Florence have gone to

wife and

Boston tor the winter.

Rev. A. P. MacDonald arrived in the
Sunbeam Saturday and held services Sunday evening. The boat will be hauled up
for repairs.
The schools will begin this week, opening having been postponed a week on ac-

of the extreme cold. Mr. Perkins
Castine will teach the grammar grade
and Mias Reason of Muacongus
the
primary. Miss Benson has been in Rockcount
of

land
not

week

waiting to get here,
arrive until Wednesday.
a

J

Jan. 7.
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Vogue

of

Separate Evening

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over over 30,years, has borne the signature of

Bodice

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/-Cctc&t/K Allow no one to deceive you in this.
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are but
that
trifle
with
and
Experiments
endanger the health o£
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Makes It Possible for Milady
to Wear 8klrts of Brilliant Hue.

Davis.

_/?

/s*

EAST SURRY.

Mary

E.

and

Annie

Gray

is

stopping

Lloyd Treworgy

at

E.

have

E.
re-

to their

New York.—It is often said that the
fashion experts dwell too much upon
line and material and are given to Ig;
noring the extraordinary value of col-

j

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation, Flatulency,
"Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

who is

Creek,

home

Otter

was

on

the

one

day

patrol

colors.
Black panne velvet and tulle, as well
as jet, have been the fabrics chosen
for these separate bodices
which
are put above Algerian skirts of satin
in any of the blues, greens, reds and
purples that the skin will not tolerate.
The accessories which fashion will
spring upon us are gorgeous in colorAll that need be said is that
ing.
worsted embroidery is in high favor.
Sometimes, when an artist wants to
get a bit of brilliant color Into an
otherwise demure picture, a cat playing with balls of colored wool is
thrown recklessly over the background
and the effect always catches the eye.
Taking this as the foundation of the
work that is being done by the Paris
dressmakers, we can build ourselves
up into some sort of colorful picture
that will catch the attention wherever
we display ourselves.
A dark blue gown Is nothing but a
dark blue gown to those who know
nothing of the possibilities of combining it with something vivid; but when,
against the midnight sky surface is
put a design' of the Dakota Indians,
done in vividly colored woolen threads,
then the dark blue gown takes to
itself a gayety which it has lacked.
It Is quite true that the designers in
Pnris will also mingle opposing colors
through the use of double faced materials, but they are evidently determined to get the very best they can
out of the color scheme in dress by

at

last week.

using primitive embroidery against

in

Bohemia Favored by Nature.
Nature has favored Bohemia perhaps more than any other part of Europe. Its soil Is so fertile and climate
so favorable that more than half of
the country Is cultivated and produces
richly. In Its mountains almost every
useful metal and mineral, except salt.
Is to be found. It Is the geographical
the European continent,
center of
equally distant from the Baltic, Adriatic, and North seas, and though Inclosed by mountains. Is so easily accessible, because of the valleys of the
Danube and the Elbe rivers, that It
served as the avenue of many armies.
Besides Bohemia the Czechs occupy
Moravia and adjacent territory In
Silesia. The Slovuks, who show merely dialectic differences from the Czechs,
extend from Moravia eastward over
Unn-wrv

town hare

sunk in the earth. They were dug up
after they had reposed there 3,300
years, mute evidence of this most ancient form of Investment.
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Hooping

Our Soidioro

Strong

Early in the world war experience proved the
extraordinary value of cod liver oil for strengthening
soldiers against colds, pneumonia and lung troubles.
Thousands of Our Soldiers

are

Taking

scorn hoishm
high in food value and rich in blood-making properties.
Soott'm will strengthen you against winter sickness
Beware of Alcoholic Substitute*.

The Imported Norwegian cod Uvcr oil used in Scott*o EmmUimu Ls now refined It
oor own American laboratories which
guarantee* it free from impurities.
•oott at Bowne,

Bloomfield, N. J.

17-'

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have
THE

CENTAUW

Always Bought

COMPANY,

_

NEW VO W K

CITY,__

Clean, clear, crisp, fresh leaves selected, tested
and packed with one idea uppermost—suiting
your good taste in such manner that Superba

Type*Formosa;
Cej Ion,

wiH be

a

never-forgotten

every time you

name

buy Tea. Knowledge of how well we have
succeeded is offered in the half pound, pound’

Pekoe
_

All Prices.

and 10-cent sealed packets, at your dealer

i

If you

SUPERBA when

say

buy Coffee

you

or

s.

Canned Goods,

you will be sure to be satisfied.
MILLIKEN, TOMLINSON CO., Importers and Packers, Portland, Me.

1317

a

somber surface.
Colored Crystals Used.

M.

Old Form of Investment.
The oldest Investment the world
knows is the real estate mortgage.
Twenty-one hundred years before
Christ, In ancient Babylon, money was
loaned on mortgages. These mortgages
were recorded on bricks and preserved
in great earthenware Jars that were

ALWAYS

quite dead and which calls for gay

Misses Celia Foss and Frances Cleaves
have returned to Bar Harbor high school,
and Miss Christie McKay, Sumner McKay
and Leon Stewart to Ellsworth high
Jan. 7.

CASTORIA

GENUINE
The material of this waist is lime
green handkerchief linen, with the new
peasant collar embroidered in threads
of tan-colored silk. The deep cuffs are
made to match.

York.

Stephen Joy,

—

-s

What is CASTORIA

schools, after spending
ors.
the holidays with their parentB.
The charge is true.
At least, the
Mrs. Fred Peterson, who has been with
truth of it dominates the majority of
her mother at, E. E. Bwett’s several weeks, j
dressmaking houses and Is present In
has returned to her home in Malden,
the majority of women’s minds. Color
Mass.
Is in reality so vastly Important that
There will be a meeting of Surry Red it
should rule every department of
Cross auxiliary on Jan 16 at 2 p. m. at dress.
There are colorists who overthe grange hall. Ail new members are
estimate its value to women, and they
be
to
urged
specially
present.
are the ones who actually frighten the
M. D. Cnatto, who recently bad his
majority into a conservatism that
buildings burned, is moving into “Hill- often borders on the ugliness.
His son
crest” cottage.
Byron of
The trouble with the artists lies In
Pittsburgh, Pa., is with him for a short the fact that they do not seem to have
time.
any tenderness or courtesy toward the
Dalt.
Jan. 7.
coloring of the woman who is to wear
the gnrment. They assimilate and put
WEST SEDGWICK.
into Juxtaposition colors that have exMiss Tillie Gray is at home from North
traordinary beauty in themselves, but
Castine.
when they are placed next to the huMiss Martha J.
Gray is visiting in man skin, hair and eyes, they kill what
nature has done.
Gardiner.
This is glorifying
the artist at the expense of the woman
Mrs. Lida Green is boarding with Mrs.
in a way that is not fair. The gown
Adeline Peaslee.
is predominant; its beauty draws all
Walter Carter is working for A. A.
eyes. The woman is insignificant; the
GoodeU at North Brooksville.
only time she comes into the question
Schools began Monday, with Mrs. Lida is when
the observers think how unGreen teacher in district No. 7 and Miss
attractive she looks in that glorious
Leathers at No. 5.
frock.
Mrs. Zadie Gray, who is employed at j
Women In the Wrong Color*.
“Mildred Weasel’s in North Sedgwick, is at
There is no temptation in costumery
home for two weeks.
greater than the one offered by a gown
The body of Sylvester Gray ;of North
built out of an exquisite harmony of
Brooksville was brougbt here Monday for colors. It appeals to every woman but
burial at Oak Hill cemetery.
the one who Is “shocked by a thread
X.
Jan. 7.
of scarlet," as Mrs. Stuart puts It in
one of her admirable short
stories.
DEDHAM.
Mind you, these women who feel that
Charles E. Johnson, who has been ill
drab colors are part of the respectabilseveral months, is much worse.
ity of life and who have a traditional
and mystic belief that the color of the
Miss Ethel Fogg is home from her work
scarlet letter used by Hawthorne was
in Bangor for a few weeks.
In itself an acknowledgment of sin,
The village school opened Jan. 7, with
are not out of existence. The Puritan
Miss Hatch of Hancock as teacher.
stock lives on, although It may be In
Miss Ethel Bo we, after a vacation with
Montana. Texas or Alaska, instead of
friends here, has resumed teaching in
a small New England village.
Bangor.
Rut aside of this well defined segJan. 7.
B.
ment in human society that looks upon
scarlet as the color of all that should
NOKTH HANCOCK.
not be, and upon black and gray as
D.
who
has
been
visitMartin,
Harvey
has
his
brother
to
New
here,
ing
gone
turned

most of north-'-

been closed, as
lew, small and ter-between.

£&&eni«tmenrt

EMBROIDERY

day.
Mrs. AltoeJ. March, who has been the
guest of Eber Spurling and wife, has re-

|

_f__

a

school.

Spurling, who has been at
week, returned home Satur-

Misa Fannie

Manset for

It

in

for the first time last

business.

Hwett’s.

who baa

Accessories.

siren,
penetrating to every corner of the hamiet,
and changing in a twinkling the once deserted village to a place of activity and

spent tbe
holidays with her mother, Mrs. Busan
Judge, returned to Boston Monday.

Judge,

mill

sounded

Wednesday.

Jan. 7.

Rose

Gorgeous Shades Adopted by
Paris Designers for Their

earlier.

dayjatnes Tyler, who is chopping wood tor
bis dinner rep, g. Curtis, while eating
cently. ««» visited by a large moose.
Miss

GAY COLORS SEEN
IN NEW CLOTHES

Jellinon recently braved the ele-

D.

reason, ana tnm aione, that those who
deal in evening gowns have made an
artistic success In choosing the most
difficult color for the skin, if they so
wish, and then building a bodice of
tulle or crystals that rests ugainst the
skin of the neck without doing It any
harm.
The fnshion which was exploited in
Paris at the August openings and
which is already in America, of wearing a separate evening bodice with a
brilliant skirt, Is sure to succeed because it allows a woman to indulge
that savage strain in her which is not

I

tne

new

gowns

mere

win

ue

as

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office

much colored crystal work as colored
worsted embroidery. It looks as though
the crystals will be given over to the
evening costumery and the worsteds
to the street clothes.
Only a few of
the French dressmakers have put
sequins on clothes, but each and all
have taken up colored bead work with
enthusiasm and exploited it with all
the frankness of vivid colors that is a
part of the American Indian as well as
his Southern ancestors.
Lanvin, for example, makes a black
satin gown for informal evening wear
that is nothing but a series of straight,
primitive panels falling over a slim,
tight, transparent skirt of periwinkle
blue chiffon. The edges of this skirt
are beaded and fringed with periwinkle crystals, in the fashion with which
Americans are peculiarly familiar. The
bodice is slimly built, of black satin,
opening over a panel front of the blue
chiffon and crystals, and the long,
straight sleeves which are not full, but
hang far away from the arm like a
panel and are negligently caught into
the wrist by a tiny bracelet of crystal
and chiffon, are made of the blue
weighted with great tassels and frin-

This evening gown of shrimp pink ges of periwinkle crystals.
Both Premet and Worth have adoptsatin, with polonaise of taupe velvet J
ed a smashing touch of color on a
There are curious
and silver lace.
the way of a broad sash.
peasant sleeves that resemble arm \ dark gown, in
Premet ties hers In a big bow at the
bands. They are attached to the top
left side of the bock, giving something
of the bodice. The necklace that holds
embroid- of the effect of a one-sided bustle, and
up the bodice is of silver cloth
Worth takes a width of gorgeous maered with pink beads.
terial and makes a low waisted girdle
the colors that spell respectability,
of it on a black or gray gown.
emotional limitations and the straight
Smoke gray afternoon and evening
and narrow path, there are thousands
frocks have flaming rod, deep blue and
of women who are attracted to colors
emerald green sashes, slightly below
as goldfish to water. They find in the
the normal waistline, made of chiffon
brilliancy of tone a kind of mental and or tulle, heavily fringed and tasseled
physical stimulation that the savages at the end with colored crystals.
(Copyright, 1S17, by the McClure Newepaprobably feel.
per Syndicate.)
So It Is that when the gifted artistdressmakers, weavers and dyers throw
Styles Kind to Large Figure.
out to the world bits of colored bait,
Everybody knows nowadays that a
as our forefathers did to the Indians
loose frock makes a stout woman look
when they wanted furs, a large segslimmer and a tightly fitted frock Inment of women snap up the gifts with
creases her effect of embonpoint. The
delight.
moving spirits In tlie sveltllne princiColor as an Accessory.
ple of dress have captured this truth
The world Is wiser and better
about loose lines and large figures and
dressed when the great artists produce
achieved what was once thought the
glorious colors as accessories to gowus
impossible; making a fat woman look
of somber tones. Even then there are
to
sylphlike. They select the best of the
a thousand women who go astray
current styles—the modes, that exa dozen who go right.
and dignity
press grace, distinction
The helpful artists In dress will exrather than mere sensationalism, and
with
paIntelligent
to
women,
plain
make up these modes In proportions
be
tience, that any kind of color can
that fall into right lines over stout
not
Is
It
If
costume
in
a
managed
figures.
nlacnd next to the skin. It Is for this

quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.
Best

Price, including

paper and

500 sheets

Plain

pound size, $2.00 ; half-pound size, $1.75
“

“

“

1000

special printing:

pounds add 8e> pound for postage.

C OUNTY NEWS
G. W. Norwood is working in

_

Capt.

Stockton

son

Reuel in Ells-

are

W.

Stanley

Hamblen

buying
company’s

and

fish for

freezer

W. H. Thurston

boarding at
cutting wood for

wharf.

Gott has rented her house
to Mr. Swift and family. Mr. Swift is
engineer at Underwood’s factory. ClarMiss Annie

Kelley,

who

has had the

position,

is in Boston at school.

Year’s night
success, considering the weather,
lactc of population and the H. C. of L.
Something over fll was realized. Much
credit is due Mrs. Lula Reed and Mrs.
The Red Cross dance New

was

Dora

Young and wife have moved
Herbert Hodgkins’ house at the
Corner. Mr. Young is running the engine

a

Torrey,

into

in the Darres sawmill.

Jan. 7.

Hubbard.

J. W. Stanley at the

Miss Beatrice Lunt, who has been bookkeeper at the CQld storage plant this summer, left last Saturday week for Boston.

ence

and

Clarence

1.

winter.
Leslie

Thompson’s
Harry Hodgkins.

Charles

j

_____

New Year’s with her
worth.

Dan Hurd of Bar Harbor is

MCKINLEY.

left Tuesday for
Gloucester, Mass., where he will fish this

_

2.75

butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
Orders for four pounds or more 3ent postpaid; under four

Springs.

_____

“

printed

pound.

j

__

“

3.00;

who worked

hard in

preparing for it. The musicians, Mrs. Edith
Reed and Roy Moore and Paul Bowden,
kindly gave their services. The com-

charge wishes publicly to express its thanks to them.
! Jan. 7.
P. M.
mittee in

I
PARTRIDGE COVE.
A. H. Metre returned to bis business
after Christmas.

Mrs. Julia Bartlett spent Christmas and

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Miss Eva Mark9 is visiting in Bluehill.
Mrs.

Hanscomb

has

returned

from

a

week’s visit in Bluehill.

Fred Page and John Orcutt

pulp

are

hauling

wood at the mines.

Mrs. Minnie Marks has gone to East
Bluehill, where she has employment.
John Thurston killed a hog Thursday
which

tipped

There

the scales at 556

pounds.

Sunday owing to the blocked condition of the
was no

service at the church

roads.
was the coldest
remembered
oldest residents—from 26 to 32 below zero. The report of no boats this
winter is not pleasantly received, but as
the Reach is frozen and most of the tide
waters, no boats can be expected.

Last week

by

the

Jan. 7.

Y.

Shake Into Yonr Shoes
Allen’s Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder for
painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
takes the sting out of corns and bunioDs.
Over 100,000 packages are being used by tte
American. French and British troops at the
front. Sold everywhere, 2§c.

^———————

$hc <£Usroortl)
A

American|

IrfWAl AVD POLITICAL JOURNAL
nriLUHis
AV EH V WEDNBSL-AT afternoon
4T

BLL8WOBTH,

MAINS

PUBLISHING CO

W. H. Tires, Editor and

Manager.

a year; tl.OblorsIx
mouths; 56 cents for throe months; If paid
cents
strictly In advance, tl 50, 75 and 88
respectively. Single ooplee 5 cents.or All ar$2 pci
rearages are reckoned tt the rate

»•>.

e.npnoc Price—#2.00

J

vear.

idverttslrg Rates—Are reasonable and will bes
n
n.ade known on app

Life is a book. Each New Year’s night
I know another chapter done;
Written in ink that will not fade.
Traced with the tale my life hath made.
The conflicts I have lost or won.

Palatable Dishes Made With Honey,
Sirups, Molasses, Etc.
There

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY 9,

Government operation of coal, Iron1
and copper mines will be the next

step.

■—

COUNTY GOSSIP.

!

__

Whitten of Prospect
Harbor is one of the eleven Maine men at
Devens designated last week by
V.

to

used

then

k

sirup

or

Betty is good with
Put a layer of bread,

sirups.
layer of apples, moisten with
honey, and repeat until the

training school at Camp Devens

January

5 to

Oatmeal Betty is an unusual use for
left-over oatmeal that is very good.
cooked
Oatmeal Betty.—Two cups
oatmeal, Vi cup raisins, 4 apples cut in small
pieces, % cup honey or sirup. Mix and
bake for one-half hour. Serve hot orcold.
Indian Pudding.—Indian pudding needs
It is a very nutritious dessert
no sugar.
and can be used as the main part of a

attend the

officers’

April

be

dish is full.

Mrs. Pearl Leach of Penobscot on December 28 gave birth to her sixteenth
and
child, ana all are living—eight boys
eight girls.

Camp
Brigadier-General Weigel

The United States supreme court
has knocked another prop from beneath the slacker iu declaring the

Brown

any sugar.
any of the

Bucksport, Me., Jsn 2, 1918.

Corporal Guy

to

delicious desserts made w’ih them.
Puddings can easily be made without

_

191S.

many sweets

are

corn
instead of sugar- honey, sirup,
maple sirup,
sorghum sirup,
sirup,
molasses, fruit sirups, and sweet dried
need
sweetening for
fruits. Oe reals
most of us. but we need not use sugar.
All of the sirups are good on them, and
flavor.
only a little is needed to give the
in cooking and
They can all be used

And so I turn the leaf to-night.
The New Year stretches'clean and fair.
These months to.come.my soul will write
Things glad or gloomy, dark or bright—
Maybe, perchance, life’s finis there.
-E. F. M.

b-- slnespconiit tm .*Mo i».-*lu>v.ld beaddfEMEd
o. and all checks an*? mooes orders made pay
*<.;«- to The Biirooct county Publishing
Co. BHaworth. Maine

HOLLAND WON FROM THE SEA

SUGAR SUBSTITUTES.

Year’s.

Some years are fair and some are sad.
And some are filled with noble deeds.
My friend, you only see a line,
A page, of this full year of mine
The chapter only Heaven reads.

BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY

New

meal.

V£cup

5.

Four cups milk, Vs cup com meal,
molasses. Vi teaspoon salt, 1 tea-

spoon giBger.
Cook milk and meal in a double*boiler
for twenty minute*; add molasses, salt
and ginger. Pour into a buttered baking

draft law constitutional.

The Deer Isle Messenger thinks that
enrolled the oldest as well as the
Americans in Italy have met a severe town
youngest Red Cross members in the
auThe Italian customs
reverse.
dish and bake two hours in a slow oven or
county in the recent drive. The Mesthorities have placed a ban #n the imuse a fireless cooker.
half
be
right—Mrs.
may
senger
Rice pudding is good with % cup of
portation of base balls and bats as Hannah Lufkin, aged ninety-two, may be
Raisins may
to 3 cups cooked rice.
“useless toys.”
the oldest member in the county, but sirup
Bake for half an hour.
Howard Haskell, aged seventeen days be added.
Honey and maple custards have a very
investigation has when enrolled, is by no means the youngCongressional
shown the inefficiency of Baker as est. The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. delicate flavor. Corn sirup or fruit sirup
too.
head of the war department. Public William Faulkner of Cranberry Isles was may be used,
Two cups
Boiled Honey Custard
re nand for his ret rement is growing
only two hours old when the right to
teabutton was conferred milk, 3 egg yolks, % cup honey, %
daily more insistent. Baker’s bread wear the Red Cross
spoon salt. Mix the honey, eggs and salt.
upon her.
is dough.
Scald the milk and pour it over the eggs.
Mrs. Cook in a double-boiler until the mixture
The Times understands that
Don’t hit Hoover. He is doing
Louise Drexel Morrell, widow of Gen. Ed- thickens.
the best he can. The vice-president ward Morrell, has informally offered, as a
Honey Drop Cakes.—These cakes are
this
of a large sugar refinery is quoted
memorial to her late husband, to give delicious. Try them instead of cakes
week as saying: “If Herbert Hoover Morrell park, including about twenty made with sugar: % cup bone/, V4 cup
had not taken charge of the sugar acres of land, to trustees for the perpetual butter, % teaspoon cinnamon, % teaspoon
situation when he did, sugar would use of the town. Mrs. Morrell’s benefac- cloves, 1 egg, 1% to 2 cups flour, *4 teations, especially to the Church of the Holy spoon soda, 2 tablespoons water, 1 cup
now be 50 cents a pound.”
institutions connected raisins, cut in small pieces.
Redeemer and
with it, have already been most liberal.
Heat the honey and butter until the
Every contention raised against ! The
proposed gift of Morrell park would butter melts. While the mixture is warm
the selective draft act has been
be a very appropriate memorial to Gen. add the spices. WThen it is cold add part
swept aside by the United States Morrell who ever took so deep an interest of the flour, the egg well beaten, the soda
a
court
in
unanimous in the town, and who enjoyed in so large dissolved in the water, and the raisins.
supreme
opinion delivered Monday upholding a degree the confidence and esteem of the Add enough more flour to make a dough
the law as constitutional. Authority people. -Bar Harbor Times.
that will hold its shape. Drop by spoonto enact the statute and to send
fuls on a buttered tin and bake in a mod—

forces to fight the enemy wherever
he may be found, the court holds,
lies in the clauses of the constitution

j

of

Statement

Terms

to

approximate 7,500.

W hich Peace Will be Discussed.

The peace
negotiations
the Russian Bo.suev lki and

peace.
! tere9t

or

cannot

divided

in

and the flour sifted

spice.

Bake in

SUOARLE88

likes

—

with

One-half

the soda and

shallow pan.
Qinoerbread.
a

gerbread instead of
It requires no sugar

the

—

Use gin-

richer cakes.

and

everybody

Two

cups flour, 1^ teaspoons soda, 1 teaspoon ginger, % teaspoon salt, 1 cup molasses, 1 cup thick
sour milk, 1 egg.
Mix and sift the dry
ingredients; add molasses, milk and egg,
and beat well; pour into a greased pan
and bake in a moderate oven 25 minutes.

separated in inpurpose,” he said.

be

“We stand together to tbeeDd.”
The speech, heard by Congress at

between

Germany

“We

Cake

Honey

cup
butter, 1 cup honey, 1 egg, % cup sour
cinna1
teaspoon
milk, teaspoon soda,
mon, % teaspoon ginger, 4 cups flour.
Rub the butter and honey together; add
the egg well beaten, then the sour milk

on

America's program of war and peace,
with definite terms upon which the naHancock county has gone “over the tions great and small fighting together
top’’ in the Red Cross membership ; against German world domination are
arms was given
drive. This can be stated positively, ready to lay down their
to the world by President Wilson yesterthe
detailed
from
all
though
figures
day through an address to Congress in
the towns are not yet in the hands of
joint session.
Secretary Whitcomb of the county
For this program, Dasea upon the rightchapter. Hancock county was asked ing of wrongs and the safety of peaceto bring its total membership up to
loving people, desiring to live their own
7,200.
Already there are over 7,300 lives, the President committed the United
on the rolls, with complete figures States to
tight and continue to fight until
from several towns still lacking. The it is
achieved. Thus he pledged the
membership for the county is ex- country to the allied policy of no separate

pected

oven.

Soft

Definite

giving Congress the power to declare j
war and to raise and support armies. !

erate

U. S. PKACK TICK MS.

it.

WOOD PRICKS.
Chairman of Fuel Wood Committee
Says They Are Too High.
Charles JJ Woods, chairman ol the State
Fuel Wood committee, says prices being
charged for wood in Maine are too high.

an

1

GERMANY’S TRADE WRECKED.
In

First Sight of Great Dikes Amazing,
Evan to One Who Has Read All
About the System.
who visits Holland, of
course, goes there knowing full well
that this Is a land won from the sea,
that the Dutch have built them a country by raising dikes and pumping the
water out of the inclosed lowlands;
but the first actual sight of the dike
system and of what it actually means
to win a country from the sea comes
with as fresh an efTect of surprise and
amazement as though one had never
heard the tale before.
Holland today Is a quiet little
checkerboard of a flat country, fertile,
quiet and prosperous, dotted with
thriving cities, gridlroned with roads
and canals. Old Holland, If we can
believe what the historians tell us,
was one of the worst wildernesses In
the world—a country of huge and angry lakes, of endless dismal swamps,
of league on league of dense. Impenetrable forest. Here and there a bit of
that old forest has been preserved, as
at The Hague, and the public look on
It as an historical relic. Even in the
time at King Philip II the country was
such that that pious monarch called it
the nearest thing to hell that was to
be found on earth. Today It Is preeminent for fertility, prosperity and
The change was wrought bfir
peace.

Everyone

Grasping

at

World Trade Has Lost

What

She Had.

German faith in German victory
war already has been shaken, sod

in
now

the
is

manifesting itself publicly in pocket-book
quarters. The German Junker is for self,

be is
first, last and all the time, and now
beginning to realize that in place of the
Prussian military
world trade which
for
diplomacy promised as his reward
financing the conquest of the world he
must reap only ashes; that not only bss
the friendliness of moet of Germany’s customers throughout the civilized world
been hopelessly alienated, bnt German

already has been destroyed in threeGerquarters of the fooe of the globe,
many’s great merchant ships are in the
hands of her enemies, and the elaborate
and scientific commercial machinery she
has built up has been destroyed as completely as the engines in her captured
trade

merchantmen.

This weakening of German hope has
figured in the debates in the tteichstag,
where the conservative centre party has
voiced its strong suspicion of the government and is chafing over the cost of a war
which promises only ultimate bankruptcy.
Germany’s foreign trade bad reached the
total of

enormous

before

the

war

|6,000,000,000 a year just
opened. Germany was

second only to Great Britain in exports
and merchant fleet, and her salesmanship
bad proved superior to that of any other
nation. All this great commercial fabric
has now fallen, while rival natious are
rapidly learning the secrets of German

meat

commissions

were

eent oat to

South

America to etudy the needs of the Latin.
Americans snd to coart their good
Trade snd business organisations
followed
with experts and specialists who
studisc
the markets in detail and tent back reports Which the German government
printed and circulated at home.
German banka were established at th*

porta, and coromerciej
Germany eatabliahed specie,
Spanish and Portuguese, Latj0.

American

South

schools

in
in

courses

business methods and
Colonies of German

American

etiquette.
were

set

as

up
lines

shipping

subsidized
tmt it

wes

were

by
possible
the

et,,,

emigrsni,

nuclei of

traae. Com,
established and «
German government
for the

German

ei

ship German-made goods frou
porter
Hamburg to Valparaiso at cheaper rates
to

than to cities within the

Fatherland itaei!
this elaborate machinery, rivsy
effectiveness
sny trade venture th,
ing in
world had ever seen, tbst the
Germsa
militarist, preaching the doctrine of tore,
and
found too elow
inglorious.
It

was

Slate Prize* Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs.
The following were the prize winner,
from Hancock county in the state coofor boys’ snd girls’ agricultural
clubs held recently it Orono.
Melissa H. Jones. Ellsworth, first prij,
in
cooking and
housekeeping;
Winslow. Prospect Harbor, ninth pmt
Julia
in canning;
Treworgy,

lest

Surry
garden; Dorothy
Cook, Hencock, fourth prize io tarn
garden; Annie Smith, Franklin, seventh
one thing—dikes.
prize in pig club; Dan* Hodgkins, Htc.
In the old school readers there was
cock, third prize in potatoes; Richmond
efficiency.
a standard tale of a noble little Dutch
Ellsworth, sixth prize ia
The cold statistics of the United States Shacktord,
boy who saved his province from disdepartment of commerce appear fully to poultry.
aster. He observed a tiny leak In one
the growing apprehension in Gerof the dikes and. thrusting hts finger justify
over the er ormoos trade losses the
BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Into It, he sat down and kept it plug- many
country must suffer as a result of the war.
The bey in froten over to Ea«t HiuehiU.
ged until help arrived, In spite of con- Far more than one-half of the
export

siderable discomfort from a cramp In
the arm. This Is a pretty tale, but one
which first-hand observation of the
dikes leads the visitor to regard with
some skepticism.
It reminds one of
a small boy who would prop up the
Washington monument If It began to
fall. The enormous mass of the dikes
Is something hard to realize. There
Is one nine miles long that reaches
down with solid granite 200 feet below
In another
the surface of the sea.
province the dikes run for 300 miles.
There Is a single dike which was Installed at such expense that It is said
the great mass of stone could be duplicated in solid copper for the money
it took to erect It. Holland Is like a
fortress eternally beleaguered by the
sea
and the price of her safety Is
eternal vigilance.

trade of

Germany at the outbreak of
figures show, was with the

war, these

the
na-

tions which she forced into the war by
of Prussian terrorism.
In other words, of the $2,483 529,560
worth of German products which she exported in 1913, $1,755,000,000 worth were
sold to the nations now at war with her,
acts

and

whose

bitterness is certain

to last

through the present generation. In the
meantime, and until the Prussian war

comparatively
negligible proportion of Germany’s normal foreign trade of $5,212,000,000, including exports and imports, is completely
wiped out, due to her isolation, while the
lords

for peace, all but

sue

with whom.she
markets.

countries
over

her

That

shipping

part

of

or

wars are

Germany’s

which has

her enemies

a

not

interned

been
in

taking

merchant
seized

neutral

by
ports

is locked

up in her harbors, while; bulls
rot and engines grow rusted.
Just how
much of her tonnage has been seized by
her foes cannot readily be ascertained, although some Idea is suggested in the fact
that the United States alone seized some

White Crossing the Delaware.
William F. White, attorney, of Muncle, Ind.. a few years ago said, jestingly, while relating bed-time stories to
his son, Bobby, then Just starting to
school, that he had crossed the Dela- ninety-three vessels of an aggregate tonware with Washington on the famous
nage of between 450,000 and 500,000 tons.
At the outbreak of the war Germany
boat tour of the general, says the Indianapolis News. To make It realistic boasted 4,860 steamers and sailing vessels
he told the boy where be stood In the of an aggregate tonnage of 3,163,724 tons,
boat beside the Father of His Coun- or approximately 6 per cent, of the world’s
Cargo tonnage entered and
try. It was not long after that until shipping.
Bobby’s teacher was also telling cleared from German ports at the rate of
tons
a year.
stories, but these were true ones, re- 52,000,000
How long it will
garding the early history of the coun- take Germany to regain the proud place
her
now
idle merchant marine then occutry. Holding up a print of the famous
picture, "Washington Crossing the Del- pied, with her euemies, and particularly
aware." she asked the class. "And who the| United States, concentrating treof you can tell me what this picture mendous efforts on building ships, is one

sixth

prize

in

small

Roy Hell errived
hoepltel Tuesday.
out

home

from Bettor
to see tum

hope

All

eoon

son of Mr. end Mrs
A, R.
Conary. who ha* been ill a long time „

Stewart,

very low.
Mrs. Maud Conary and
were Sundav truesta of Mra.
dage at South Blnebill.
now

son

Raymond

Eugene Csa-

Jan- T.

Outputs.
Cannot

Be Cand
Dralnria]
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear There U
Catarrhal

only one way to cute catarrhal <lesfae»..
and that Is by a constitutional -ewed-.
Catarrhal deafness is caused by an iaflaoi^
condition of the mucous lining
of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or ;xwrheu it i* eotirei?
perfect bearing, and
closed. Deafness is the result. Unless tb*
Inflammstiou can be reduced and ibis tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever
Many ca*.-* of
deafness are caused by catarrh, wrhich it an
inflamed condition of the mucous surface*
Hail’s Catarrh
Medicine
acts thru
the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system
We will give One Hundred Dol sr* for any
case of Catarrhs! Deafness thst cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine Circular*
free. All Druggists. 75c
P- J CHENEY A CO. Toledo.O

|

j

Jfot 5lit.
For dale—- Baby’s Csb.e Knitted
Booties in all sixes; colors, pink and
white, blue and white and white. Write for
prices. Miss Hama E- Davis. Surry. Me.

BOOTIES

Surry village,
AT land
bargain —G.
at a

house and six acres of
H. Wasaos, East

Surry, Me.

Buy Thrift

Stamp* ami
Save Your Country.

for our circular
hi*.
Thobndixb
Portland. Maine.

SEND

—

Help

wood--tawing out*
Machinh Compact,

on

oSlanlvU.

Jlfclp
of the elements of uncertainty that is berepresents?”
j
fifty
"It rlppersents,” said Bobby, stand- ginning to plague the German people, ac- 1 t\i k MEN wanted immediately
A"/x" Motormen and Conductors to*
ing up and Inflating his small chest cording to information that reaches here | Street R. R. in and around Boston, inexpert*
tor
manfully: "It rlppersents Washington from the neutral countries adjacent to enced men will be taken; also fifty men usd
Bristol. Conn., factory work, fine wages
rowing my papa across the Delaware.” Germany.
place. New hands taken. 80c to 40c per boor
|
Ever since the teachings of men like Apply at once; enclose stamp for reply. L- PSince then White, among bis acCseacu, 90 Main St-. Bangor, Me.
quaintances. has been known as the Treitschke began to impress on modern
man who crossed the Delaware, this In German philosophy the doctrine of force, j
Jtmalr lit Ip CfiantfO.
the Pan-Germanist movement has been
1 spite of his lame explanation that what
fed with the idea that only by means of I
and
he
Intended
to
tell
his
son
was
that
It
girls wanted for
;
hotels in Maine. Waitresses
WOMEN
cham;
was Delaware county he had crossed. territorial expansion and the acquisition barmaids, kitchen, dish, laundry, paatry snu
of colonial possessions could Germany all-around cooks. Girls for housework Apply
j at once and always to Mains Hotsl ABaser
hope to rival her competitors in the •0 Main street. Hanger. Me., for reliable kot*
Now, Where Had He Been?
for world
commerce.
While positions.
The little boy who lives farther struggle
stolid
German
burghers
proceeded
down the block had been away for
just peace.
accepting
and patiently to build up a
Aptnal Jiottcfs.
The fact that he had ploddingly
Fourteen concrete proposals laid down by mixtures of other varieties and have j three weeks.
Ay'-'
A/VWV^-*
vast foreign trade for Germany through
War News Notes.
for
been away so long aroused the Interest
the President began with the declaration more than doubled the price paid
MEETING.
HHARRHOLDKK*
sheer force of German thoroughness and
An embargo has been placed on the ex- that the
annual meeting of the Ellsworth I>M3
days of private international un- pulp stock. The increase in wage has of all the other young Americans In German
efficiency, the German militarists
A Building Association will be held on
portation of batter, except to nations ! derstandings are gone and that covenants more than doubled and in some instances
*
j the street. So they asked Billy where preached the theory that by dint of THE
January 21. 1918, at 7M p. *n.. at the
associated with the United States in war. of
telL
the association in Taplef block. Kllewortb.
peace must be reached in the open. more than trebled the chopping cost, j he had been, but be wouldn’t
military conquest Germany could gain Maine, for the following purposes:
Vigorous campaigns are on in several Briefly summarized the other points were: The increase in cost for labor and teams j That would take all the fun out of havI. For the election of alwsrd of seven dimore commerce in a day than peaceful
states to increase the use of wood for fuel
rectors.
Absolute freedom of the seas in peace has neurly doubled the cartage cost
ing been away. So the other children
competition could win for her in years, j 2. For the election of an Auditor
in place of coal.
In Virginia convict or war except as they may be closed by And all of this has reacted on stumpage
of the neighborhood adopted a policy
3.
For the transaction qf any other b**-*
At the end of three years of frightful ]
labor is employed to provide wood for
nesa that
international action; removal of economic so that standing heavy hard wood within of watchful watting and listening, says
he fere sa;u
bloodshed and at the sacrifice of un-. meeting. may properly gbome
fuel.
barriers among nations associating them- ‘two turns a day of town’ is held at the Indianapolis News.
numbered thousands of lives, the German
O. W. TaMlsy. Secret ary.
Ellsworth. Maine, Janaary-H, 191*
Finally Billy gave himself away.
Upon the recommendation of General selves to maintain peace; guarantees of about $2 a cord.
are beginning to realize that all
“With |2 stumpage, |6 a day team and He was pretending that he was a rail- people
Pershing commissions have been issued the reduction of armaments to the lowest
have to show for their foreign trade
they
IKCAUTION N
to several American citizens who have
point consistent with domestic safety; driver cost, and |2.50 to |3.50 cost for road engineer, conductor, trala-caller
prospects are the ruins of the elaborate
ai? wilr, BBr
Howurd.MJ
seen
service with the Lafayette escaimpartial adjustment of colonial claims, chopping and splitting, green wood that and ticket agent combined.
of
WHERBA*
left
wltlwat »*«
commerce
which
bed
bad
bo*.
had
machinery
mj
they
based on the principle that the peoples sold for |5 will now cost in the village or
driile of the French army.
“Tra-a-aln num-ber four!’’ he bawled. built
oeuee, tbU is to warn sll peraoi
s*si:l D“
the
of
daring
years
up
peace.
boring or trusting her at my
pet»»c
concerned have equal rights with the gov- on the cars from |7.60 to |8.50 a cord. One Imitating In a very uncomfortable way
Christmas mail this year was 25
this date.
How thoroughly and painstakingly they
per
Howaso.
the real thing, with the exception that had built
Gaosos
ernments; evacuation of all Russian ter- can not hope to get high grade fuel wood
cent heavier than ever before,
that
and
how
up
inmachinery
according
Ellsworth, lie., Dec. 20, 1917.
-v
in villages f.or much less than fd a cord.
his voice had a soprano Instead of a
£o the postoffice department. The eon- ritory and opportunity for Russia's potimately it was bound up with the prosabove
be
much
Nor
should
the
fd. bass characteristic.
price
gttftion was less, however, because the litical development; evacuation of Belperity of the Germed nation, officials here
Where shipments by rail are involved the
“Train on track thirteen; Train for say, ia illustrated
legal Notirro.
padkagea Jwere mailed earlier than in gium; evacuation of Franch territory and
amply in the history of
or
a
cord.
be
increased
cost
will
by 93
9*
righting of the Alsace-Lorraine wrong;
Columbus, O., New York, Gosport and the German markets in South and Central
former years.
la Uw District Court ol the Unite* Mutest'
The
and
less
desirable
soft
maple
grey
re-aajustmem or Italy s frontiers along
St. Paul, Minnesota!”
America. Never have the von Hindecthe Hancock District of Maine
Christmas gifts for the
expeditionary
lines of nationality ; free op- birch should be had for fl or $2 a cord less.
Now the children know where Billy burg or the Ludendorffs of the
Noxtbsss Dvision
forces aggregated 650 tons. Hundreds of recognizable
German
Their
has
less
value
and
they was for three weeks.
stumpage
In the matter of
portunity for autonomous development of
general staff planned with more precision
)
o*_fcrAau|.
thousands of pounds of
turkeys, purchased the peoples of Austria-Hungary; evacua- are prepared for market with less labor.
V<K W
and exactness of detail their
in eastern markets and
^ank rap t^™*
military camH
refrigerated on tion of Roumania, Serbia and Montenegro
“Cut-a-cord. A cord of wood is the
The
than
the Gorman traders
the ships, together with
Regimental Dog.
paigns
the craditors of Harold P. Cart
displayed
great quantities and
for all the Balkan states; fuel equivalent of a ton of coal. Its use
guarantees
of
in
has
been
Ellsworth.
in
out
their
the
-of cranberries, sweet
The regimental dog
county
always
mapping
commercial conquest
potatoes, and minceleaves for war essentials the labor of mincock and district aforesaid, a baakruj*
sovereignty for Turkey’s portion of the
a favored animal In the United States in Latin Aoherica.
meat w®nt
•“
to Ul#
.overseas. In the Ottoman empire and autonomy (or other ing and transporting the coal, and keeps
is hereby given that so the
or
volunteer.
armies, whether regular
Ifaifed states every
day of January, a. d. 191A the said *
Through Ufty years their quiet,effective NOTICE
camp *As supplied nationalities; an independent Poland with within the State the money the coal would
••onkrl-P'
old
P.
was
It
will
be
Carter,
duly adjudiewted ©f
recalled, by re- work went on, and the extent to which »nd
Champ Clark,
cost.”
with fresh turkey and the usual Christ- access to the
that
meeting
Aral
tha
sea; and general association
VJ.‘
viving a southwestern folk song, re- they succeeded is shown by the fact that creditors will be held at my odlce, BllsworP
mas accessories.
of nations for mutual guarantees of inMaine.
to the unwisdom and bad taste at the outbreak of the
January *2, a. d. 1W»time 1.
lating
Nurses
Needed.
Army
war
which
tip
Many
European
Ger- o'clock iu the afternoon, at
dependence, and territorial integrity to
houn' dog aroun',” many's sales to Latin
America were ex- ■aid creditors may attend, prove their claim*
According to estimates based on an of “kicking’ my
Republican State Committee.
an*
large and small states alike.
the
bankrupt
a
examine
appoint trustee,
aroused new Interest In that particu- ceeded only by those of Great
army of 1,500,000 men, 37,500 nurses will be
At a meeting ot the Republican State
Britain. transact such other business as may properih
needed. The present strength
l
of the lar animal, and the Second regiment They almost equalled the combined sales come before said meeting.
committee last Wednesday at Augusta,
1
Keep Our Bodies Warm.
William B. Wbiting.
of Missouri adopted one ns Its “mas- of France, Italy and
army nurse corps of the medical departit was decided thst tbe republican State
Belgium, and to ten
Referee in Baakrnptcy. 1
Pu e, rich, red blood is a necessity in the
cot." Since then the organisation has ot the South American countries
ment
is
about
lfl>*
To
h.
in
this
Me.,
Jan,
shall
be
held
the
increase
Ellsworth,
3,800.
convection
Bangor production of animal heat. It keeps oar
|
Germany
been known as the “Houn' Dog Regi- sold in 1913,
*180,000,000 worth of goods,
city ball on March 28. Cong. Wallace bodies warm. We all know very well that number by nearly 1,000 per cent in a year
ment”
a wealthy lady pre- or 12% percent, more than
Recently
is
the
task
faced
the
Stoertiflcmoit*.
o(
was
selected
by
corps.
H. White, jr.,
when the arteries that carry it to a limb are
Lewiston,
these same ten
bound or tied, the temperature of the limb is
Hospitals at army camps and canton- sented the men with a fine specimen of countries bought from the United States.
as temporary chairman ol the convention.
the
a Great Dane, Maltese Brazil alone, that
species,
lowered.
ments
still
need
nurses
to
is
ot
to
be
the
immediately
oasis
bring
The
representation
quota
great oountry whose
SEAMEN.
blue In color and weighing 210 pounds. territory is fifteen times
(or every city, town and
There is a suggestion in this that, at this for each up to the minimum of sixty-five,
one delegate
Germany’s area, Chance for Advancement—Free.
It Is unnecessary to say that few lib- and who is now numbered
in the Stats end sn additional time of year especially, we should take considered necessary, although since the
plantation
ampng GerHood’s Sarsaparilla, if our blood is impure* urgent need for nurses was made
8. Shipping Bcard.free navigation school
public erties will be taken with this “houn'." many’s enemies, bought in 1913 German atU.
delegate (or every seventy-five votes end
Kochland trains seamen for officers berths
or pale.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in
impoverished
—Christian
Science
Monitor.
for
tbe
cast
for
2,000
goods
December,
nearly
requests
republican makes the blood
aploathe amount ot *67,000000, a year. in near Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
traction thereof
in quality and quantity.
good
With typical thoroughness the
bridge. Two yearn’ sea experience required
plication blanks have been received.
candidate for governor in 1918.
German Native or naturalised
It has an unequaled record for radically and
citixene only. Course
In order to get the enrollments up to
nation began
How It Happened.
the peaceful con- six weeks. No enlistment. Apply at school.
tackling
removing blood diseases, scrofpermanently
BUCKSPORT.
the
needed
Fanaaai.
number
some
of
Bockland.
of
the
Building.
require“How did this china cup get brok- quest
Latin-American trade soon after
ula, rheumatism and catarrh, and givi g
the Franco-Prussian war.
been
Mrs. George Emerton died at her home strength and tone to the whole system. It is ments heretofore imposed have
en T* asked Mr. Flubdub.
German trade
We P*r “Pto »12
the age ot fifty-four a scientific combination of roots, barks, herbs waived. According to estimates there are
at
Jan.
civic
6,
here Sunday.
“By coming In contact with the Iron bodies,
rSLOC TFFTH
't*1
associations, manufacturers, FAKF
or broken sets.
several
months.
medicinal
substances
Ceroid
other
that
have
of
and
between
and
illnees
nurses
an
80,000
90,000
registered
merchants, shippers, colleges and individsink,” answered Mrs. Flubdub.
years after
Send Parcel Poet or write tor pa>
leaves two long been used by successful physicians. Get in the country and about 200,000 other
she
uals
all
husband,
her
Besides
co-operated with the government ticulare.
And, as she volunteered no further
it to-day.—Adt*.
graduate and practical nurses.
to the common end.
details, he asked for no more.
Elaborate govern- ••■•ttie SmU U, D*t 44. ««*•*■>« «•
daughters and one son.
have come to a sudden and hour’s notice and accepted with a wave
of approval that brought together virex- j
unexpected halt. Everybody
every element of both houses, was
tually
pected some form of peace agreement I delivered as a direct
“Only a very feW years ago,” he says,
response to the Gerto be reached between
Germany and man challenge in the negotiations with | “well located stumpage of excellent hard
her German agents in Petrograd, at the Russians at Brest-Litovsk.
It fol- wood was worth about a dollar a cord.
present in the ascendency. But it lowed closely and approved the address It cost a dollar a cord to chop, split and
looks now as if Lenine and Trotsky of the British premier, but was far more pile. Such wood sold in Maine villages
were
a little fearful
of their own specific in statement of terms, robbing ! for about J6 a cord. Soft maple, grey
leadership. They may have builded of force in advance any German peace birch and similar fuel woods sold for a
better than they knew. They have drive designed to confuse the entente and dollar less a cord. Pulp manufacturers
American governments and their people, were using only spruce and poplar, and
played the anti-German game so long while at the same
time presenting the were paying moderate prices.
that their own followers have been
foundation
for
“With the increased demand of paper
genuine negotiations,
converted. Now they must temporize whenever the
central powers are ready and its marked advance in price the pulp
fora yhile to save their own necks.
to talk of a
are
manufacturers
limited
seem

to

’■

i

|

_

pies in cellars
vicinity.

NEWS

COUNTY

Mrs.

SOUTH GOULD8BORO.
last week
Mi9> Gladys Hooper left

for

Hammond
illness.

Harold

convalescing

is

chased

reGeorge Daley of Goodwin’s Siding
here.
cently visited friends
are visiting in
IS. L. Potter and family
Mass.
Sic It land and Hyde Park,

Miss Marjorie Dorr of Milbridge is
working tor Mrs. Grace Hammond.
of tbe
Uu account of tbe bad condition
services.
roads, there were no Sunday
gverrtt Colewell, who is employed at
(jeodwin'e Siding, spent the week-end at
home.
Anna McGregor and John Hooper are
attending the winter term of high school
at Winter Harbor.
was
successfully
appendicitis last week
Maine general hospital,

Martin

Miss Hattie

for

operated upon

Eastern

Bangor.
Edmond Hooper, traveling salesman for
tbe Bangor Stoneware Co., spent ChristMrs.
mas week with his parents, Mr. and
A. F. Hooper.
Last Wednesday the friends of Albert
Bunker went to his wood lot and chopped
Mr.
hu year’s supply of tire wood.
Bunker has been in ill health for
time.

some

H.

Jan. 7.

CASTINE.
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.

Leonora B. bcott, stenographer and

Miss

librarian,

assistant

Friday,

arrived

and

cordially greeted by the (acuity as
they assembled in the parlor at Richardson hall just before supper.

;

was

with the

pupils,

teachers and

family

keenest
on

pupils

fishermen's

he

has

Misses Jordan

The

friends

of

Mrs.

after several months’

returned

to bis work

large lumber camp in the Maine
woods, after a few days with his family
a

here.

The many friends of Mrs. Helen Littlefield Leach will be glad to know she has

Irene
are

treatment

in

Christmas and
ters and

Rye seeded as a cover crop In cornfields can frequently be utilized for
late fall and early spring pasture, or

The

Mr.

parents,

aud

stork visited Mr and Mrs. Gilbert

2, and left a nine-pound girl
Margaret.
Owing to the snow drifting in the roads,
making traveling almost impossible, the
Moore Jan.

—

Irene

mail from the east did

reach

not

us

Fri-

day morning by the sudden death of Ira
Shaw, one of our leading merchants. Mr.

an

*

Shaw

Ivan M.
Perkins, chief boatswain’s
L\ 8. N., arrived to-day for a week's

mate

furlough

with

bis

and

parents, Capt.

had

been

in

business here about

years, and was postmaster at
time of his death. His death was due
to heart failure. His age was about sixty

thirty-six
the

Mrs. C. M. Perkins. Mr. Perkins is located years. He leaves four sisters and two
for tbe present at Pelham Bay, N. Y.,! brothers. He was a member of the Winat a large training station.
ter rlarbor lodge, F. and A. M. Interment
The newly.elected officers of Rising was in the family lot at Gouldsboro Point,
Star lodge, F. and A. M., were impres- Saturday afternoon.
Eudora.
Jan. 7.

sively

installed

Wednesday evening

by

P. M. G. M. Parsons of Castine, assisted
by O. H. Parker as marshal. After the
installation ceremonies, an oyster stew
was served and a social hour spent.
Jan. 7.
Woodlocke.

GREAT POND.

Donald Murchison left
Lincoln.

on

Tuesday for

Mrs. Laura Leach spent a few days last
Btockton Springs.

week in

Chauncey Lowell is home from Belfast,
where he has been employed.
Neil Wardwell left with his team Wednesday for Old Town, where he will be
employed.
Miss Ins Ingalls spent the 'Christmas
with her grandparents on Nautilus island.
vacation

Miss Grace D. Wardwell left Saturday
lor Waterville, where she will be married

Mrs. Fred

jSftlDCTtUKITLlU*

purchased

a

new

Colson, who has been quite

Is convalescent.

the

hospital.

little news except the very cold
weather—the coldest it has been here for
in Boston
years; the weather bureau
has been for forty-eight
says the coldest it
of wood
years, but here we have plenty
and do not suffer with the cold, but we do
feel the shortage of sugar more than in
But

Civil war times.
Jan. 7.

There

was

E.

severe

to

weather

William Martin.
There

THE NEW TRIPLE
COMBINATION
Treatment

for the blood,

liver—purifying,

nerves

and

strengthening,

cleansing, winning its way wonderfully just now—is:
Hood’8 Sarsaparilla, the superlative blood purifier and appetite
giver, known for over 40 years.
Peptiron, the superlative pepsinnux-iron-celery nerve, blood and
digestive

tonic.

Hood’s Pills, the superlative
family laxative for biliousness, eonatipation; pleasant, easy, effective.
What are your troubles t If such
as to need all three
medicines, why
not have perfect, well-rounded relief by getting the combination f
If yon need only one medicine,
get it and take it—but do it now.

were no

services

or

Sunday school

E. society meeting Sunday, owing to
the bad traveling. The C. E. society will
bold its meeting Tuesday evening. A collection will be taken for the relief of the
or

C.

Armenians and Syrians.
Jan. 7.

Phctbk.

Kish in Hancock Ponds.
of

the

State

fish

The superintendent
hatchery at Enfield reports the following
plants of salmon, trout and togue fry
made in Hancock county ponds during
the past year:
Salmon-Greene lake, 10,000; l.ong pond,
Southwest Harbor, 5,000; Phillips lake,
4,000; Spring pond, 3,000; Pistol lake, 3,000;
Westlake, 3,000; Williams pond, Bueksport, 3,000; Alligator lake, 3,000.
Square-tail trout—Branch Pond stream,
10,000; Burnt pond, 10,000; White’s pond,
10,000; Heart pond, 20,000; Second pond,

10,000; Spring pond, 10,000.
Togue—Branch Pond stream, 10,000.

mature

and

be

j
j

IDEAL

METAL FOR

cafeteria.

“Where do you get that dope?"
asked the next chair neighbor.
“Well, I have a brother who enlisted
today and he never held a Job longer
than two weeks In his life.”

Eben
marriage she for

late
her

Mexico,

in

some

and later in

Listen to this one
of their orders.
about the examination of teeth:
“Repeat following telegram to local
boards at once: Period quote physical
regulations comma line seven from the
bottom substitute quote or unquote for
quote and fanquote between quote side
unquote and unquote two above unquote period. In other words comma
man must have two teeth in opposition
on one aide or the other.”—Chicago
Herald.
Tenants Wanted.
“I thought that apartment house I
put up last winter would prove a sure
winner,” said the owner.
“Doesn’t it pay?” asked his friend.
“No," replied the disgusted owner,
“it’s a flat failure.”—New Haven Register.

Hancock.j.|.

10 89
Franklin Road..
10 47
Wauh’gt’n June'. 11 08
Ellsworth ..j 11 10
Ellsworth Falls.fll 16
Nicolin.fll 28
Green Lake
11 87
fll 44
Phillips Lake.
McKenzies...
Holden
11 51
..\
Brewer June. 12 10
Bangor.ar
fl2 15

years past had made her home in
Ellsworth Falls, winning by her selfsacrifice and devotion to her children
the admiration and esteem of ail.
8he leaves besides her husband, who

...

Helen.

lotte and

last.

The

funeral
W.

held at the

was

Ellis

11 00.

;

A

M
s
.*...

78 00

at

Portland.lv.(12 25 til 06.
Bangor.lv. rs 30 f3 20

Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenzies.
Phillips Lake.;.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.!.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June.;.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy

NORTH KLLSWORTH.
Etta Piper of East brook visited
sister, Mrs. Arthur Nason, recently.
Spofford DeWitt, employed at Brownville Junction, recently spent a few days
here with hiB family.
Miss

her

..

Mrs. Cora Waterhouse of Kennebunk
her grandmother, Mr-. Hannah

lv.j..

visited

Maddocks,

Sullivan..

last week.

Bar Harbor.,

Mrs. H. F. Maddocks, who is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Howard Mitchell, in
Waterbury, Conn., writes that neither

are

retail

ar.

17

Stops

*

on

signal

or

41).
10.

78 45

A
f

t

76 06

M

P M

on notice to

Daily, Sundays included,
Sunday.

sugar is obtainable there.

ELLSWORTH

5 87 8 26
5 57 3 45
f6 02
f6 04 f8 51
« 13
8 59
f6 22 f4 07
6 34
4 10
6 41
4 24
6 56 4 8f.
f7 03 14 45
7 11 4 54
7 14
4 67
7 20 75 06

Sorrento.J. 78

her

conductor.

Daily, except

DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine,

MARKETS.
prices in Ellsworth

PLUMBING.

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Hot Water Heating. Furnace
Work aud

28
80

Jobbing.

$10g$12
HONEST WORK: HONEST

VEGETABLES.
Potatoes,

....

*4 80

»

2 o’clock.

nor

79 20

P M
I
Boston via
Portsmouth lv .'. *9 00
Boston via
.j.
Dover lv..

home

this afternoon

pm
pm
76 56 *12 50

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

The body was brought here Wednesday
morning, accompanied by Mrs. John F.
Whitcomb, who was with her at the
of Mrs. A.

8 2:

f6 40
6 41>
f6 54.
f6 M.
7 04
7 24
ft 88.

..

..

in

now

..

..!.
Portland.ar
Boston via
Portsmouth ar.
Boston via.
Dover ar.,

Guadalajara, Mexico, five
children—Mary, Frances, Edward, Charis

5 41
f5 64
6 18
6 M

..

some

65

Quota, Quote and Unquote.
“Why did It take so long to fill the
quotas?” said William Hennessey of
the fifth division, repeating a question.
“There’s a lot of reasons,” he an“You've got to pay proper
swered.
respect to Washington by reading all

Fy .J.1710 80 75 88.....
Waukeag, 8 Fy. 10 86 5 4?-.

Mt Desert

for

Fresh eggs, doz.
Fowl, S>.
Chickens, tb.
Hay. loose, ton.

"n

Su>livan.;..*.*J.

lived

years

Boston, but

48

modest professor, who, theoretically,
at least, proved it possible to navigate
the air with heavier-than-alr machines.
But, then, there are the Wrights. No
injustice should be done the men who
put Professor Langley's theory into
practice. Would not “Langwrlghts” be
better name?—Christian Science
a

BAR HARBOR
Bar Harbor..lv.
Sorrento..

years ago, daughter of the
Morrison and
wife. After

Dairy butter, lb.

The necessity for efficiency In horse
power calls for the proper care of the
farm work horse, especially during the
summer months.
The horse readily responds to real
The right kind of
horsemanship.
horsemanship Includes a comfortable
stable, good grooming, kindness, attention to the teeth and feet and proper
feed.
Some of the best cared-for horses
are found In an Inconspicuous stable.
The horse appreciates a comfortable
A desirable horse stable has
stall.
plenty of windows to admit cool, fresh

arm

thirty-eight

The United States government has
learned that the success of the German airplanes Is largely attributable
to what is known as kaiser zlnn metal,
A
which is used for the motors.
piece of this metal was picked up by
a British soldier who brought down a
German taube.
It Interested him so
much that he subjected it to a scientific test and discovered that It consisted of the following: Copper, 1.58
parts: tin, 92.98 parts, and antimony,
5.44 parts.
This alloy, which Is somewhat akin
to Britannia metal, was discovered by
fhe Germans about 50 years ago. They
first used it as a substitute for silver
in the making of all kinds of articles
for the dining table, never dreaming
that some day it would prove so servIt Is as
iceable in military affairs.
light as aluminum, has great tensile
strength and unusual resisting power.
A prominent American manufacturer
of motors has succeeded in duplicating
this alloy perfectly, and In a short
time several thousand motors made of
it will be ready for use. It is claimed
that it can be turned out at small ex-

May Have Solved Old Problem.
A German scientist claims to have
solved the problem of transmitting
photographs under the ocean by cable.
His process, if successful, represents
the solution of an old problem. Photographs have long been transmissible
by telegraph by the use of selenium, a
metal whose electrical resistance varies with the intensity of the light
striking It. But a similar process for
cable work has never been perfected
hitherto, because of the extreme feebleness of the electric current that must
pass through thousands of miles of
wire without a relay. The new process
is said to make use of the selenium
principle and an elaborate system of
relays at each end.

8ure Sign.
“The war will end In two weeks,"
he said as he estimated the decrease
In the size of his apple pie. In a one-

Loweree
had
been
in
poor
for some time, but the disease
did not develop a serious nature until a
few weeks ago.
She was immediately
taken to East Parsonsfield, but the attendance of specialists failed to stay the
rapid progress of the disease.
Mrs. Loweree was born in Ellsworth
Mrs.

Following
to-day:

Shall It Be “Langleys?'*
As a tribute to the memory of the
man who was first to discover, and
partly to apply, the rule in aerostatics, to which the world is indebted for the modern advance in aviation, it is proposed that the United
States government shall designate the
airplanes which it Is to send to European battlefields “Langleys." Greater recognition than his work has received should certainly be given to the

In Effect

Sept. 30, 1017.

health

Ceeret of Material Which Has Made
German Airplanes Superior to Others Has Been Discovered.

Monitor.

Slashes Russ Alphabet.
Russian Minister of Education Manulloff is
ruthlessly cleansing the
Cyrillic alphabet of superfluities. By
decree he has abolished the specific
Russian letter “yat,” confusion of
which with “e” Is one of the woes of
schooling, abolished also the use in
Russian of the Greek “theta,” formerly used Indiscriminately with “phi."
and finally abolished the “hard sign"
placed after consonants.
The reforms excite mixed feelings.
Children and utilitarians rejoice, but
the novelist, Leonid Andreyeff, says
that “such changes rob our classics of
their traditional form and atmosphere.
We feel we are reading dialect.”

community is saddened by the
death on Monday of Harriet, wife of
Daniel E. Loweree, which occurred at
Maplecrest sanatorium, East Parsonsfield.

MOTORS

pense.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

The

coal

Animal

air and sunlight.

ABHVILLE.
school Friday owing

no

and traveling.
Lewis Martin of Belfast and Mrs. Ethel
Walton and children of Seal Harbor recently visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the

to

Readily Responds to Real
Horsemanship—Supply Cool, Fresh
Air and Sunlight.

Pauline Mclnincb has gone to Milford
to stay with her aunt, Mrs. Archer.
Word from Mrs. Williams says her
daughter, Mrs. Parker, holds her own by
living out of doors. She is at home from

*nd

make her home.
The thermometer at Everett Leach’s
place registered 32 below zero in the cold
spell. The freezing of vegetables and ap-

has

allowed

GOOD ATTENTION TO HORSES

horse.

ill,
NORTH CASTINE.

Laughlin

Robert

be

At the last cultivation of corn, rye
can be seeded at the rate of six to
eight pecks per acre. It will furnish
nutritious pasturage by fall In favorable seasons. In the spring the crop
may be used for pasture or plowing
under, or hogs may be turned Into the
field after the grain Is ripe.
Six pigs averaging 44 pounds In
weight were fed on a quarter of an
acre of rye for 49 days at the Ohio
experiment station. During this time
they made an average dally gain of
half a pound. While hogging down the
rye the pigs were fed a fifth of a
pound of tankage apiece dally.
Rye as a general rule cannot compete with corn for hogging down, according to specialists at the experiment station. It may be substituted
economically for corn when It Is difficult to harvest and thresh and when
Its price per pound Is about the same
as that of corn.

Mrs. Silas

operation

from

home here.

can

hogged down with satisfactory results.

Corea is visit-

of

was

Planted In Cornfield* It Frequently
Can Be Utilized ae Late Fall or
Spring Pasture.

New Year's with cards, let-

Anderson

The financial report

RYE SEEDED AS COVER CROP

B.

George

only a few ata pleasant even-

read and
showed the grange to be in good standing.

ing.

gifts.

which Bhe underwent at the Eastern
Maine General hospital, and is at her

recovered

cold and snowy, and
tended, but they enjoyed

GOULDS BOKO.

Mrs.

were

was

Ban-

Jan. 7.

in-

Sedgwick grange
stalled last week by Brother Wood of
East Bluehiil grange, assisted by Brother
The evening
and Sister Hendrickson.

Gay are
improving,

day, and none from the west Saturday.
The community was shacked last Tues-

succefsfully

NORTH SEDGWICK.

gor. While unable to write, she wishes to
thank all who kindly remembered her

j

Mrs.

C.

Officers of

be

glad to learn that her eyes

employment for the winter. ing her
Littlefield, of C. A. Weston Co., Young.
last week,

born to Mr. and

bridge Monday.
Jan. 7.

winter here.

where he has

Roy Bridges

school

Miss Ethel Young of Corea is visiting
Mrs. Georgia Young.

business visitor in town

was

Rice, Dec. 27—Donald Frederick.
Mrs. Frank Colwell, who has been visiting here, returned to her home in Mil-

employed. Mrs
Mildred will spend the

will

Bartlett and Miss

M. F. Bridges has gone to Green Lake,

son

Lord.

where

her

May Patten of North Sullivan is
some time with Mrs. E. Q. Rice.

Ernest

continue

tents

were

PENOBSCOT.

in

Portland for the win-

spoooky, anyway.”

A little

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Bartlett of East brook
Sunday guests of George Dyer and
wife. He
left Tuesday
for Waltham,

years

faithful and efficient critic
principal of the training

this year, but in all
school gatherings and activities demandMiss
ing the loyal co-operation of all.
Martha A. Hall of Rockland has charge
Miss Mary B.
of grades 1 and 11, and
Bills, who for many years has filled that
position with the greatest satisfaction to
all, is acting in the position left vacant
by Miss Hastings' resignation.
R.
Jan. 7.

was a

her

spending

Walter Blaisdell, who was ill of measles
during his Christmas vacation, will soon
resume his study at Bates.

direct instruction

1. W.

bas closed

Dec. 31.

M.

has for assistants this term

Miss

who would have received

sympathy.

and

school, has resigned on account of ill
health. Her loss will be felt not only by
those

SpofTord

culiar Action of Hitherto WellBehaved Automobile.

The accustomed peace and quiet In
the village of Woodruff Place was
AURORA.
I harshly broken late the other evening
Miss Clermont Knowlton has gone to
by a disturbance that caused A. L.
OBITUARY.
Auburn where she bas
a position
as
Smith, living In the East drive, to wonSusan Ellen, widow of Benjamin Crosby,
teacher of English in the junior high
der what particular brand of spooks
died at her home here Thursday forenoon,
school.
finds lodgment In the Innards of motor
Jar.. 3,
at the
of seventy-eight
age
At the annual meeting of Marine lodge
cars,
the Indianapolis News.
says
and
two
months.
years
Although
she had
been
in poor health,
her F. and A. M., the following officers were ; Smith put his car In the garage at a
■ decent and
condition was not
considered serious elected for the ensuing year: W. M.,
respectable hour, turned off
the lights, locked the door, hung the
by her family until Wednesday night, and Crockett E. Do* ; S. W., D. W. Rollins; J.
W., Fred P. Eaton; treasurer E. W. Has- key on the nail in the kitchen and went
her sudden death was a shock to the comkell; secretary, M. D. Joyce; 8. D., E. E. to bed. But that motor car did not
munity.
1 seem to be
Mrs Crosby was tbe mother of nine Greenlaw; J. D., Harold Howard; tyler,
fully satisfied. Perhaps
the heat and the stuffy garage bad
children—Mrs. John P. Grover of Brewer, E. S. Pickering, installation will be held
29.
Jan.
Mrs. Warden Vague of East Bangor,
something to do with It.
Jan. 7.
8.
Whntever the nature of the hug unMrs. Forrest O. Silsby and Mrs. Hollis
der Its bonnet, the troubled soul of
Patterson of Amherbt, Mrs. Ora E. Mills,
WEST
GOULDSBORO.
Howard and William Crosby of Aurora,
the automobile found voice along
J. D. Wood, jr., of Corea, spent a few
about midnight.
From the dark reEmery A. of Ban Francisco, and Lewis E.
of Amherst. She leaves also two step- days of last week with his parents, Joseph cesses of the garage rose a quavering
D. Wood and wife.
howl that put to shame all roosters
sous, Charles and George Crosby, of Aurora.
She also had fifteen grandchildren
During the Red Cross drive, thirty-live within half a mile. Slumbering neighand seventeen great-grandchildren.
All new members were gained here.
bors turned over, muttered “What the
Mrs.
of her children were present at the James A. Hill was oaptain.
deuce?” or other synonymous classical
funeral except Emery.
references, and peered out of the
Mrs. William 8purling and Ralph BickFor many years her
youngest son ford, who have been visiting in Lynn, bathroom windows, while Smith, trustWilliam and his w ife had lived at the old
ty revolver in one hand and flashlight
Mass., returned home Mouday.
homestead on which she was born and
In the other, padded cautiously garageMr. and Mrs. George L. Wilkinson,
where she died, lovingly and tenderly
ward.
Peering within, nothing apwho have been visiting their daughter in
caring for her in her old age. Many years
peared, but the car still yelled Its head
have returned home.
Reading,
Mass.,
she
united
with
the
ago
Congregational
off. Advancing boldly, he commanded,
Miss Frances A. Wood, who has been
church and bad been a faithful member.
“See here, now, that’s enough of this
She had a large circle of relatives and spending her vacation with relatives here,
nonsense,” and stepped on the running
returned Thursday to Oak Bluffs, where
friends.
board, at which the car gave a Anal
The funeral was held at the home Satur- she is teaching.
yelp and subsided. “Now somebody
L.
Jan.
7.
of
Rev.
Nathan
Atwood
day afternoon,
tell me what started it,” said Smith
North Brewer officiating.
There w,ere
next morning, at the caucus of neighBIRCH HARBOR.
floral
silent
offerings,
many beautiful
bors In the alley. “Sounded mighty
winter term
Schools
for
the
opened
and
tokens of love

off Shipyard point.
Principal Edminster of the high

reassembling after

season, learned that
Hastings, rho for thirteen

has been the
teacher and

Lena A.

home and gone to

numerous

and

that

regret

holiday

Mary L.

Mrs.

G.

Smelt

Kate S. Russell were entertained for
supper at Richardson hall, Friday.

the

Mrs. Emery W. Pickering, who bas been
very ill of acute indigestion, is recovering.

sixteenth child was born
are living, eight boys and

Miss

Miss

was

Indianapolis Man la Puzzled Over Pe-

DEER ISLE.

FRANKLIN.
Mrs. E. P. Crabtree returned last week
to Waltham, Mass.

Hortense

In their honor the Richardson

It

OBITUARY.

with her
Penobscot.

Jan. 7.

Richardson, who
teaches in Chelsea, Mass., and Miss Mary
C. Richardson, w ho is librarian at Geneseo
state normal school, left Saturday after
spending the holidays wrub their parents.
A.

Miss

in

atrfirrttsnntnt*.

ELM'WORTH FALLS.

NEWS MAY HAVE BEEN INDIGESTION

ter.

has recently purHenry N. Hammond
a new Ford car.

at toe

is

Jan. 5.

severe,

a

Wardwell

COUNTY

eight girls.

Bangor.
after

Emma

daughter. Mrs. Pearl Leach,
Mrs. Leach’s
Deo. 28
All

loss in this

caused much

pk.

60

Cabbage, lb.

06

Beets, tb.
Onions, ib
Carrots, tb
Squash, lb.
Turnips, lb.
Pumpkins, each.

03

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

06 9O6
02

EDWARD F. BRADY,

06
02

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

10

FRUIT.
Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz.
Bananas.
A

45
45a55
35

Wood Wanted

FEW STAPLES.

Sugar, granulated, tb.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, !b.
Tea, tb.
Molasses, gal.

10
14

We

10
28 §40
85

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, roasts

tb

22

325

20 440

Bacon.

40

Salt

pork,
Lard, tb.

j

25g40
40

tb.
32

HORN.
CUSHMAN—At Ellsworth, Dec 18, to Mr and
Mrs Walter H Cushman, a daughter.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Dec 28, to Mr and Mrs
Pearl Leach, a daughter.
PARKER—At Ellsworth, Jan 3, to Mr and
Mrs Russell L Parker a son.
SMITH—At Warren. Dec 28, to Mr and Mrs
Dana H Smith, a son.
STUBBS—At Bucksport, Dec 30. to Mr and
Mrs Cleveland S*ubbs, a daughter.
(Claire

a

to

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
THE

INNER CIRCLE
OF

$11.55
Flour, bbl.
4 40
Corn, bag (wnole, cracked or meal,)
Shorts. $2 60 3$2 70
Mixed feed and middlings.
$2 80<t$3 60
2.50
Oats, bag, 24 bu... .t..

Mrs William Leslie Sullivan,

for

at our office or address

450
32
3 34

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

Josie].
SULLIVAN —At Bucksport, Dec 22,

market

Birch, Yellow Birch,
Rock Maple,
also Poplar.
Good Prices, according to
quality of stock. Please call

50g60

Veal, tb.
Lamb, tb.
Hams.

in the

are

White

The

National College of

MODERN DANOING
Home Office 562 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Authoritative
instruction
bv correModern and Glide Dancing.
Direction for One-Step or Fox-Trot, together with useful Leaflet of Instruction,
sent to any address for teu cents.

spondence.

C. H. MacKAY,

STATE SUPERVISOR
The Inner Circle.

Bridgton,

Maine.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

All Kinds of Laundry Work.

Goods called for and delivered
to parcel post work

Special attention

Mr and

daughter.

[Doris.1

American

H. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

State 8treet,

Ellsworth. Me

AUTOMOBILE

MARRIED.
ALLISON—WARDWELL—At Bucksport, Jan
1, by Rev Henry W Webb. Miss Edith Allison to Harry D Wardwell, both of Bucks-

port.
FIFIELD—STURDEE—At Poitland, Dec 14,
by Rev James F Albion, Miss Sylvia V Fifield to Wilmont B Sturdee, both of Ston-

ington.
GRANT—CLOSSON—At Sedgwick, Jan 6, by
Rev Daniel W Kimball, Miss Esther M
Grant to Lewis Closson, both of Brooklin.
GROSS—BILLINGS—At Bucksport, Jan 1, by
Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Dora E Qross to
Harold W Billings, both of Bucksport.

STORAGE

BATTERIES

REPAIRED

RECHARGED

Batteries stored and given
proper care through winter
A. P. ROYAL.,
68 STATE ST.
Next to Court House, KUsworth

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician andContractor
Electric

DIED.
CROSBY—At Aurora, Jan 3, Mrs Susan Ellen
Crosby,*aged 78 years, 2.months.
EMERTON—At Bucksport, Jan 6, Mrs George
Emerton, aged 54 years.
GREEN—At North Brooksville, Jan 5, Samuel
Green, aged 89 years.
HARRIMAN—At Bar Harbor, Jan 2, Mrs
Blanche Harriman, aged 59 years.
LIN8COTT—At Bar Harbor, Jan 4, Hollis
Linscott, aged 47 years.
LOWEREE—At East Parsonsfield, Jan 7, Mrs
Daniel E Loweree of Ellsworth Falls, aged
38 years.
PHILLIPS —At Ellsworth, Jan. 2, Harriet,
widow of Ambrose Phillips, aged 78 years.
ROBERTSON—At East Bucksport, Dec 22,
John Robertson, aged 20 years, 11 months,
12 days.
SARGENT—At Ejlsworth, Jan 8, Harry Sargent. aged about 56 years.

Supplies and Fixtures

Estey Building

■

Telephone

Ellsworth
38-11

NURSE
niss n. Elizabeth Googins,
24 Pine St., Ellsworth

Telephone,|65-2
tPmfteitanal

ALICE

H.

CatDi.

SCHOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

StDETttani.nus
Granite arid
Marble*
Memorials at

H.W. DUNN’S

Water Street
When the mail-order houte finds

ELLSWORTH, MJUHE
Artistic Designs, First-class Work, Lowes
Prices. Liberalgdiscount on mail orders.
Established’1882.

The mail-order house is

for your business.
to do about itf

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uulon Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Port»nd, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bond
Agent Olfyet Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water SSA (over Moore's Drag
Store). Hlswortfi, lie.

What

list.

advertising

are

you going

a

town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing

a

The merchant who docs not advertisein
makes it more profitable for

dull season

those who do advertise.

amtuma***

EUROPE FACES
DIRE FOOD AND
FUEL SHORTAGE

THE CHIEF CHARM
OF LOVELY WOMAN

—

Soft, Clear, Smooth Shin Come* With
The Use Of “FRUIT-A-TIVES”.
:

Inadequate Supply of
pected to Cause
Suffering.

Heat ExMuch

HOW THE ENEMY Si/UDS
People Have Less to Eat This Winter
Than Last, Is Belief—Two Fodder
Discoveries—Disaffection
in

London.—Europe Is going to lead
the simple life this winter and for a
long time thereafter. There is not a
country that does not now realize the
real danger of extreme food shortage.
But food shortage is not the only or
in most cases the worst of the menaces. The nations face and realize as
never before the exhaustion of ail necessary supplies. Although food will be
scarce in all countries, whether belligerent or neutral, it is doubtful whether
that will impose as much hardship on
people as the.shortage of fuel, writes
Judson C. WilUver lu the New York
Sun.
In Europe's climate food is fuel to
the body quite as much as It Is nourishment
Sharply restricted supplies
of food, and that of a doubtful quality and pojr variety, might be endured
It Is
If there were plenty of fuel.
when the supply of fuel, both outside
and inside, falls below the necessities
of physical effort that people begin
to suffer.

NORAH WATSON

S6 Drayton Ave., Toronto.
Not. 10th, 1915.
A beautiful complexion is a handsome
•roman’s chief glory and the envy of her
less fortunate rivals. 5 et a soft, clear
skin—glowing with health—is only the
natural result ofpure Blood.
1 was troubled for a considerable
time with a very unpleasant, disfiguring
Stash, which covered my face and for
■rhich I used applications and remedies

without relief. After using “Kruit-atives” for one week, the rash is completely gone. I am deeply thankful for
the relief and in the future, I will not be
without “Fruit-a-tives”.
NORAH WATSON.

Europe nas neither carbon ror its
food nor carbon for Its fireplaces, and
In some respects the northern neutrals
are even worse ofT than the belligerents.
Rations of Important food necessaries have been reduced by some of
them even below the amounts jllowfd
In Germany.
England Is by far the
best supplied country In the matter of
food, and the authorities are making
desperate efforts to make the population, realize that rationing will soon
be compulsory unless food consumption Is considerably reduced. The food
authorities have announced a policy
of accumulating sufficient reserve to
feed the country for three months,
even if no imports shall be received
during this time.

for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives
limited, Ogdensburg, New York.

box, 6

Stc. a
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Reed

lost

valuable horse this

a

week.
Weston
♦

Higgins

here he has
There

has

baked

a

bean

Owi- g to
extremely
sc .ools did not open

cold

weather,

Thursday

until

g.

Question
Shipping.
In the case of England it is entirely'
of
question
shipping. Big stocks of
food have been gathered In Australia,
New Zealand, Canada and elsewhere,
but there are no ships to bring them
here. England Is probably better situated in the matter of coal supplies
than any other country, but must divide with its allies. France and Italy,
and so far as possible some of the neutrals hope to be taken care of from the
English mines.
The German food situation Is puzzling. Apparently the authorities are
not nearly so confident about it as they
would like the public to believe. The
year’s harvest turned out more satisfactory than seemed probable during the period of droughts and hailstorms in midsummer, but on the other hand reserves were heavily drawn
upon before the harvest of 1917 was
gathered. Reserves, indeed, may fairly be said to have disappeared.
The carefully cultivated official un-
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daughter Ina,

with

Rockland

to

gone

to
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her
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Mrs. Ray Dow.
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vising
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severe
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postponed
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View
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until next Thurs-
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NORTH BROORL1N.

I'Ve a Coi« baa
*
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fc-ort
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urued
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returned

id

!

a

vacation, Miss Ada
as

teach-

day.

>1 oi

r wist

Wednesday from

resumed her duties here

icx

L'mver-

to tbe

Boston.

Alter two weeks’
.1.

j

Hattie Redman, Erastus Candage and
Wellington Redman are ill, but all are reported improving.

Eugene Kane,

Mrs.

j

who has been visit-

ing her brothers in Beverly, Mass., and
her daugnter Marjorie, a nurse in a Mas-

hospital,

sachusetts

came

home Wednes-

|

cVy.

Burns,

Warren S.

place

well

and

resident

a

of

this

PRINCESS JEANNE

known, and respected in

tnis town and in his native town of Bluebill. died Dec.

28, after

..

—

■■■

%

long illness. A
truly mar-

a

be endured with

great sufferer,
velous fortitude until the end.

Ida, and

two

him.

survive

His wife

brothers, Philip and Alton,
Mr. Burns was about fifty-

eight years of age.
Jan. 7.

Xenophon,

France
Bion

Qrindie will

soon

j
1

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Miss Prudence

1

sail for

as a nurse.

Cousins and wife

were

guests of

Mattie Grindle last week.

Capt. C. L. Babson of Sargent ville is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. N. F. Dow?
Capt. James Staples has reiurned to
Newport, after a week with his family

j

here.

Much

tamity
died

is

sympathy
of the

Late

December 29.

naud and

father,

extended

to the

Sylvester Gray,

who

He

kind

bus-

good citizen.

Be-

and

a

was

a

:

sides a widow, he leaves seven children.
The funeral was held at tbe home. Rev.
John Carson officiating. The burial was
at Oak Hill, Sedgwick.
Jan. 7.
C.

One mcrnlng—it was along the Alsne
early In the war—a sudden burst of
two
sun from a bank of cloud found
British officers lying on a grassy ridge
enjoying a respite from the usual sodden weather and overcast skies. ToMr. Frederic Coleman In

gether.

From a hedge behind Moussy came
the flnsh, flash, flash of a heliograph.
In regular Intervals.
“Must be some fool sort of code,”
said the Junior officer. “I never saw
anything like It before."

have good appetite and
soundly and enjoy life,
Bitters, the family
Burdock Blood
use
system tonic. Price, $1.25.—Advt.
To feel strong,

digestion,

sleep

atromtsnitntt*.

free of charge.

Why 9U»er with indigestion, dyspepsia. torpid liver, constipation, sour stomach.

coming-up-of-food-after-ea ting,

etc.,

get a sample bottle of
Green’s August Flower free at Alexanthis medicine has reder's Pharmacy?
markable curative properties, and has
when

you

oan

demonstrated its efficiency by fifty years
of aocoees. Headaches are often caused by
a disordered stomach.
August Flower is put up in 25 and
76 «ent bottles. For sale in all civilized
oona

ea.

Little Princess Jeanne, youngest
member of the Italian royal family,
photographed while on a visit to
wounded soldiers recently, returned
from the Italian battlefront.
The
princess is one of the most popular
members of the king's family, especially with the Italian public. She Is
idolised by the soldlety.

uiiHiinivuQn

in nunni.

German speaking Austria has long
been Jealous of the comparatively favorable food situation in Hungary, and
recently the disaffection has become
acute. It Is charged that Hungary is
feeding herself bountifully and leaving
the rest of the empire to shift as It
For whatever Hungary is willjan.
ing to send into the German speaking

German authorities have determined
that beyond providing a moderate meat
ration the transmutation of vegetable
into animal food is a dangerously
wasteful process. So there Is an effort
to Induce farmers and village dwellers to
restrict {he number of hogs
and cattle to the pdlnt where it will
be Just possible to raise tii? absolutely
necessary meat ration.
The relation of the general economic \
breakdown to agriculture Is Indicated
In both England and Germany by matters affecting the supply of agricultural
In Germany there Is a
machinery.
most serious shortage of all kinds of
agricultural tools and machines, because the old ones have worn out and
there Is neither metal nor manufacturing capacity to provide new ones.
In England the complaint particularly concerns the supply of motor plows.
The government long ago promised
that thousands of these would be furnished In time to put a greatly Increased acreuge in cereals under cultivation in 1918.
Now when the fall
plowing season is on it develops that
want of shipping or other reasons have
prevented the delivery of anything like
an
adequate number Of these machines.
A Dresden physician who is quoted
ns
an
authority, has recently discussed the German food situation as
regards the requirements and supplies
if various classes of consumers. He
finds
that
children
to
eight
up
rears of age are receiving a reasonthe
but
ably satisfactory ration,
amount allowed to those from eight to
eighteen Is utterly insufficient and that
the shortage seriously threatens the
physical vitality of the next generatlon.
Some of the German Jurisdictions
have recently announced that newly
married couples win b& granted a
double food allowance for the first six
Elseweeks of their married life!
where provision has been made to
double the food allowances of nursing
and expectant mothers.
Two Fodder Discoveries.
The effort to find fodder for animals
has started the professors on many
investigations and Inquiries. Doctor
Degen. director of the seed testing Nation in Budapest, claims to have discovered two valuable articles of fodder. He writes:
“The searush IBolboschaenus marl- 1
timus) was known, as regards the part
above ground, as a fodder equal In
Recent experiments
value to straw.
have, however, shown that the tubers
growing on the roots underground are
far more valuable. They come very
near to the horse chestnut In the
amount of raw protein, raw fat and
starch contents, without the bitterness.
If they are used for the manufacture
of spirits the wash, either wet or
dried, can also be used for fodder.

scores on scores.
a euvalry officer had
make, which took him to
Genera! Monro’s headquarters, near
Moussy. When his work was done he
continued a few hundred yards and
sought the spot that had suffered the
It was not hard to
awful shelling.
The hedge was smashed and
find.
grent. black holes gaped In the green
fields round it. No sign could be seen

That afternoon

a

regions outrageous prices are charged,
and the subject has been discussed
with painful frankness In the legisla-

was
a
wind,
bright-bottomed,
empty sardine tin. thrown carelessly
aside by some satiated luncher. The
sun. catching the bright bit of moving
tin. had made of it a tiny reflector.
Surely, never had so Insignificant an
object caused the Germnn/i so great an
expenditure of costly ammunition.

ing extended
plies. There

AunOllKll

LWDumrK

IS,

IU

jiiujwimvi.

population, one of the
greatest agricultural producing and
exporting countries In the world. It Is

to area

and

confronted with shortage of aleverything. The country's butter production has decreased alarmingly. and there Is a demand for rationing. The government Is undertaking
to subsidize the production of butter
so as to reduce prices; that Is, to apply to butter practically the same rule
that was applied to bread In England.
The English government Is subsidizing
bread to the extent of about $40,000,000 a year, thus making It possible to
sell the English loaf of war bread for
four and one-half cents.
In Norway the government and the
local food authorities are working to
perfect a rationing system In time to
save the country from disaster this
winter. At Christiania a big scheme
for storing reserves of food has been
worked out and some 25 warehouses In
various parts of the city are being
stocked. Under a law passed last May
the government has establshed a monopoly of the import of wheat, barley,
oats, rye, beans, peas and lentils and
other grains and meal used for human
food except rice and potatoes.

now

most

HUB), NEK
KOEISEWfi
TOOK VINOE
Now She is

Strong and We}

Berkeley, Cal—.*‘1 was nervom
irritable, no appetite, could not sleta
and was always tired, so my
houS
work was a great eflort. After
man,
other medicines had {ailed
Vino!
built me up and made me
strong j
have a good appetite and sleep wj
Every nervous, weak, ailing womn
should try it.’—Mrs. N. Edmunds

Dwight Way, Berkeley,

aio7

CiL^

We ask every nervous, weak, t^.
down, ailing woman in this town to
try this cod liver and iron tonic oo
our guarantee to return their
mono
if it fails to help them.
Alexander's Pharmacy, C. E. Alexande
Prop., Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS
WALTHAM.
B. Googins met with

Miss Clara

,

p,,,,.

recently by falling through

ful accident

floor.

the barn

Mrs. Belie Googins of Trenton, who hu
visiting her son, W. A. Googins, hu

been

returned home.

Hardison, while workingioths
Dee. 29. cut his foot, nearly severing three of his toes.
Vsrs E. Jordan and Wilson Jordan hire
returned to their studies at Bangor
high
school, after two weeks’ vacation.
Arthur

woods

Madeline and Minnie Jordan
returned to their studies at Maine
Central institute, Pittsfield, after a soon
Misses

have

vacation.

Sunday, Dec. 30, was the coldest day remembered here. The thermometer registered tbirty-two below. Daring the
past week about eighteen inches of too*
have fallen.

Jan. 7.

L

MANSET.
Mrs.

J. L. Stanley has been ill of grip.

I

Mrs. George Higgins haa gone South for
the winter.
Schools opened
as

to-day with same teacher?

last term.

J. L. Stanley A Sons have been harvesting their ice thrs week.
A

pleasing

at the

concert and tree

church, Christmas

were

given

eve.

Mrs. Butler of Center has been visiting
daughter, Mrs. Isaac Stanley.

her

Robert

Foss and Elisha Malanson

home from Lake view to

Dolllver and

Mrs. S. S.

son

Morris have

returned,from Boston and Portland,
they have been viaiting.
Bessie Noyes got twenty-nine
members

for

the

were

spend Christmas.

Red

Crowe

!

where

in

new

the

Chiiet—-week drive.

family
Henry Lawrence has
Industry of Genius.
to the S. W. Newman house, recently
Most writers recognized as possessed
J. L. Stanley A Sona.
of genius or of great talent have been bought by
Jan. 7.
Lilac.
vohiminoua producers. In most cases
their talent or genius, as a rule, after
BEACH.
being stimulated by success, has litM. P. Eaton, who has been in Boston
erally taken possession of them and
forced them to work hard and persist- for medical treatment, came home Saturently. Balzac used to have rages of In- day.
dustry lasting for many hours and
Mrs. Thomas Damon and son Leroy
leaving him exhausted. Scott's prodigi- went to Portland Thursday, returning
ous Industry was due mainly to his deTuesday.
termination to pay off a heavy IndebtCecil Annis left Wednesday for Key
edness. Dickens was marvelously InWest, Fla., to join the yacht Laniar, for
dustrious.
But Thackeray was lazy the winter in southern waters.
and used to suffer greatly from the
D. W. Torrey spent the holidays with
thought of work undone. His rages of
his parents, D. W. Torrey and wife, rework were not voluntary, like Balzac's,
to Ellsworth Monday.
but inspired by desperateness. But he turning
L.
Jan. 4.
could take a theme for a novel and
stick to It till he had produced a
LAMOINE.
monumental work. If he had loved his
Alden Rider spent Sunday with hia
work more, however, he might have
made the world even richer than he did family in Franklin.
Clarence Young and wife are occupying
by his unique gift and he might have
discovered
in
himself unsuspected the house of Dr. H. G. Hodgkins.
veins of genlns.—Exchange.
C. A. Dustin was in town last week.
He has purchased the standing timber of
The War Garden.
Harry Coolidge.
Representative Mason of Illinois
Clarence B. Young has taken the place
in
said
Chicago the other day:
of Lwwis Gordon as fireman at the Darm
"One way to keep down prices is
saw mill.
for every family to set up Its own
K
Jan. 7.
vegetable garden, but the trouble la
that most of us are as Ignorant of
gardening as the chap who wrote to
Being Sure of Heaven.
the seedsman:
I would rather be a poor beggar**
“‘As I wish to do my bit for the wife
and be sure of heaven, than
allies by growing my own provisions
queen of all the world and stand in
on a strip of rocky ground back of my
doubt thereof by reason of toy own
house, please send me, f. o. b, one
consent.—Catherine of Aragon.
dozen potato seeds, one bee with hive
complete, one dozen fruit seeds assorted, ten square yards of grass, one
XltoertUKBwa
path, six feet of wall flowers with
one
and
dozen
flour plants. I
wall,
am especially particular about
the
TRY THIS TO
grass, which should be green, and not
ALL
the brown kind I see in so many gardens.’
moved his

BANISH^

RHEUMATIC PAINS

People
Fruit-Eating

Clawed by a Hawk.
St. Marys, O.—Clawed some time
ago in a fight with a chicken hawk,
Ben H. Strasburg, forty years of age,
married and residing In the Ferguson
school district. Is disabled with blood
poisoning affecting one of his hands.
The hawk was killed.
It measured
four feet between wing tips.
The Moment of Triumph.
never knows when he has won
In an argument until he hears his own
views advanced by the man who opposed them six months before.—St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

to

the

price control will stretch Inadequate
supplies to the point of adequacy.

In Holland the state’s control is beto almost all food supare indications that the
rationing system is going to be established before winter shall have far advanced. The use of fat and margarine
by bakers and confectioners and by
hotels, restaurants and clubs in preparing food has been prohibited. The
government has guaranteed prices for
'
wheat, rye, oats, barley, etc.
As to crops not available for food
the areas that may be planted have
been strictly limited: in some cases
to not more than 40 or 60 per cent of
the plantings of normal years. A premium has been offered for increased
The
areas of land under the plow.
government is going to requisition the
entire crop of sugar beets, the factories
will convert them into sugar, and this
will be turned over to the government
at a fixed price for distribution. The
price demanded of the public will not
be Increased.

journey

of the heiio party; but that was not
surprising, since for more than half
an hour shells had fallen all about the
flickering Jlght. until it seemed that
no man conid live in Its vicinity.
The staff officer strolled over to a
battery position not far distant and
asked for news of the signalers. The
gunners had wondered at the heavy
shelling, but had seen no human beings near the hedge before or after the
bombardment.
Nonplused, the officer walked back
to the devastated area, and. just as he
was leaving, discovered the cause of
all the trouble. There, caught on a
twig of the hedge, swinging lazily in

tive bodies of both states.
It was said that recently lard from
Hungary had been sold in Austria at
nearly eight times the price it would
have cost In Hungary. The same general situation prevails as to many other Hungarian food supplies.
The Hungarians complain with equal
rancor that they are charged excessive
prices for all manufactured articles
The two govproduced in Austria.
ernments have been trying to agree
upon a general policy of leveling down
the prices of both. But at this point
they are confronted by the same difficulty which has been so many times
experienced in Germany; no system of

“The pond bullrush (Schaenoplectus lacustrls) also contains a valuable underground organ. The horizontal roots, containing a great quantity
of starch, form a good concentrated
fodder.
If used In distilleries the
wash Is not so valuable as that from
the searnsh.
But In a time of need
it Is a raw material that can be used
I
for various purposes.”
Milk famine confronts all Europe.
The situation has long been bad, and
grows
steadily worse everywhere.
There Is constant and Increasing conflict between the various state and municipal authorities dealing with the
food question throughout Germany. In
this regard the German situation Is
much more complicated and difficult
to handle than the English.
The state and municipal governments in Germany are very Jealous of
their authority In their respective Jurisdictions, and the federal authorities
dare not or cannot Impose universal
regulations upon them. In Saxony arrangements have been made to reimburse farmers who would import from
other states cows and heifers In calf.
Farmers making such purchases will
receive a premium of 20 per cent of

^

As they watched It the Germans saw
It, too. Bang! went a big, black “Jack
Johnson" not far from the spot.
Smash! came another. Still the flashes
twinkled from the surrounding green.
The first two shells were the forerunners of dozens that crashed through
the hedge and into the turf all about
the tiny center of light. And then the
clouds shut out the sunshine and the
flashes ceased.
The next morning a brief ten minutes of sun caused eyes on the ridge
Sure
to wander valleyward again.
enough, two flashes. Intermittent and
apparently quite without coherence,
caine from the spot at the hedgeside.
Soon the enemy howitzers played on
the vicinity more fiercely than before,
and after the sun had gone from sight
they kept up their bombardment of
Nie unfortunate spot for half an hour.
Dozens of shells fell thereubouts, then

the price paid, n> t to exceed 300
This arrangement has caused
marks.
violent complaint because the prices
of butter and mils are already fearfully high and the consumers complain
that the farmers are making Immense
profits from producing them.
From Frankfurt comes the report
that at present milk deliveries In that
city amount to about one-sixth those
of peace times. Receipts scarcely suffice to take care of the privileged customers, Invalids, nnrsing and expectA large
ant mothers, and so forth.
share of what Is actually obtained Is
produced by the municipal authorities
dairies and
from their municipal
farms. It has been a very expensive
method, yet the situation Is so bad
that the town has decided to extend
It still further.

v?urufntflcnum*

|

says

From Mons to Ypres." they gazed on
the entrancing panorama.
As they looked down the wooded hillsides into the lower land that bordered upon the river, one of them suddenly called out: “Look! A hello!”

[

r

THIS “HELIO”’ WAS CHARMED
Terrific Bombardment by Germane
Failed to Put Supposed Signaling
Party Out of Commission.

Ominous Suggestion.
The ominous suggestion Is made by
some of the German food authorities
that it will not do to be too free with
potatoes, because later It will be necessary to mix more potato flour with cereal flour to stretch the supply. Also
as there was a short crop of fodder
throughout the country potatoes are
likely to be required to feed domestic
animals.
The fear of such an event has caused
widespread demand that more hogs be
slaughtered that they may not require
to be fed with potatoes that the peoThe number of hogs
ple will need.
In the country has been Increasing this
year, and the fact gives concern because the pig Is an active competitor
of a munition worker or anybody else
In the matter of food requirements.

of

Mrs. Jessie

day

sapper at

Saturday evening.

me

h-*s

Bath,

employment.

will be

be gra .ge hall

morai

to

gone

Austria.

atosHtiaemrot*

derstanding in Germany is that there
will be a better food supply this winThe specific statements
ter than last.
Justifying this expectation are highly
unsatisfactory. The Munich Medical
union has declared that there will be
less food, except potatoes, this winter than last.
Throughout Germany
there is apparently a pretty general
belief that this Is true, and widespread demand Is voiced for an Increase In the allowance of potatoes.
In Germany, as In England, the immediate result of the harvest was a
great Increase In the marketing of potatoes with the consequence that In
many places there were not storage
facilities to take care of them. The
fear is expressed thut a not Inconsiderable portion of the potato yield will he
wasted, partly because of overconsumption In the agricultural areas and partly from Inadequacy of storage facilities. So from many German authorities comes the warning that despite a
big yield of tubers the coming winter
Is likely to see conditions quite ns bad
regarding them, and wrtrse as to many
other things than last winter.

One

|

J

Water Supply.
Most fruits contain from 75 to 93
per cent water, and a balance of
woody fiber or cellulose, fruit sugar
and minerals. Thus the free use of
fruit dally Insures a greater supply
of water to the body, says the Popular
Science Monthly.
The cellulose of the fruit supplies
bulk and a mechanical stimulation
which promotes waste elimination.
Acid fruits, such as oranges, lemons,
limes and most berries, contain a certain chemical compound called “vttamlnes,” In a very stable form. These
vltamine8 are believed to purify the
blood and to prevent scurvy and various skin diseases.
as a

—
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even

unable

were

tormented for
crippled that they
help themselves —have

who have

years—yea,

to

been

an

brought back to robust health
through the mighty power of Rheuma.
Rheuma acts with speed; it brings in a
been

have prayed
days the relief you
It antagonizes the poisons that
and
cause agony and pain in the joints
muscles and quickly the torturing sorefew

for.

ness

completely disappears.
a harmless and inexpensive

It ia

rem-

and certain, because it is
one discovery that has forced rheumatism
and sciatica to yield and disappear.
Begin the Rheuma treatment to-day,
and if you do not get the joyful relief you

edy,

hat

sure

expect, your money will
C. E. Alexander always has
guarantees it to you.

returned.
supply and

be
a

DMagtitrran*

i.rp’l liatitm.
STATE
H.ROOC.

MAINE.

OR

Do you ever have
the “blues’5?

PR....TR Court.
ARPOIRTMRVT- or Eiecctorr. AdGuardian* or adults and

M

k„t,( t OR

a!»j*trator».

orskrratob*.
\«.TB-Such notices

In estaes on
Moont Desert Islsn will be published
H«r**fter in the Bar Harbor rimes; In
an 1 Siontngton,
estates in Deer isle
in a'l O'her
in the Deer Isle Meatenytr;
in Tint Elibwobth amkricax.J
notice is herebv given under the
■-fci’BLIC
9
nrovieinnsof chapter 138 of the public laws
the following
,l. state of Maine of i9!7,that
persons have been appointed execuJ*®
Administrators, guardian* of adults and
in the hereinafter
-oDBcrvatora. respectively,
named estates.
late
of Ellsworth, in
Pranci* T. Hodgkins,
of
countv, deceased. Harry L. Crabtree
t*d
executor of the
uppoii
Id Ellsworth,
ftnd testament of said deceased; date
ideation Decembe- 4. a. d. 1917.
naoielB Lament, late of the city, county
Elizabeth
.tale of New York. deceased
New York, appotmed
amont of Millbrook,
la*t will and testament of
the
of
*.prutrix
dA.teMe.i; date of qualification December
a‘
a
sident of the Htate
d )9i7, not being
1
Maine, she has appoime Percy L. Aiken
Hancock and
in said conutv of
♦ Sorrento,
*» her
in silt State of
sgeo*
M*ine,
itAteof
law d.nclt
'tine astbe
t>V L- Marshall. *a e of Treutor. in said
Marshall of
Howard K
iioty. deceased.
*»»d county,
appointed * mitt1 aut ex- u of tae estA'e of
«'fAti»r *ith tne wl ot
qualification December
iftid (i- erased; d tie
d. 1917
1
William W. Peter*. la*e of Bluehill, in said
Ponest B. .Snow of said
•outny. deceased.
appo nted executor of the las will
LDd testament and codici* of said dtCMMeo;
December 4. a. d. 1917.
if.e of qualification
\01> 1e* Thorsen, late of Ellsworth, in said
of said
rt’untv, deceased. Edmond J Walsh with
the
ijlsworth. appointed administrator
plil annexed of ibe estate of said deceased;
December
a d. -917.
tl,
of
qualification
d*tE
Helen P- Chandler, late of Bucksport, in
rt,d county, decease!. Louis H. Chandler,
olwitl Bucksport, appointed administrator of
tbe estate of aaid deceased; date of qua:iieation December 11, a. d. 1917.
Frances E. Grtndle, lute of Bluehill. In said
Elizabeth D. Gr.nile. of
county, deceased.
rsid Bluehill.appointed administratrix of the
said
date of qualification
of
deceased;
rotate
December 4, a. d. 1917Hannah E. Leach, late of Penobscot, in said
Albert P. Leach, of said
coanty, deceased.
Penobscot, appointed administrator of the
esutt of said deceased; date of qualification
December 4, a. d. 1917.
Dated at Ellsworth. In said countv, this
twenty-sixth day of December, a. d. 1917.
Roy C. Hainb*. Register.

discouraged feeling often

That

from a disordered stomarh, or an inactive liver. Get
'your digestion in shape and
the bile acting properly—then
the “blues” will disappear. Y cu
will soon be cheerfui, if you take
c >mes

e"fate*

DEDHAM'S
PILLS

*,"1
Ji

the people’s remedy for life’s
common ailments. They act
thoroughly on the stomach,
liver and bowels, and soon regulate and strengthen these important organs. Purely vegetable—contain no harmful
drugs. Whenever you feel
despondent a few doses will

?h.
den/'in

••

BACK

a

Rlueblll.

Make

Things
look Brighter

S*le of Any Medicine in the
rl-J.
Sola everywhere, la boxes, lGc., 2-e.
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WEST GOULD8BOKO.

The community was saddened Saturday,
STATE fOK MAINE.
Dec. 29, when it became know- tbit death
Mite tor'a Advertiamient of Sale of Land* of had taken one of its oldest and most beNon-Resident Owner*.
loved residents, Elizabeth E., widow of
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town Freeland K. Rosebrook. She was born
in the county of Hancock,
of Brooksvill'
for the year 1917here, and had lived here nearly ali her
B following list of taxes on real estate
life, beingeighty-fouryearsoldonSeptemof non resident owners in tb* town of
ber 4. She was strictly a home-maker,
Brooki*ville aforesaid, for tta»- year 1917, com

TH

Bitted to me for colle-.tion for said town on
of April, 1917. remains unpaid;
ibe24 h
»c<: notice is hereby given that if aaid taxes
with interest and charges are not previously
paid. *0 much of the teal estate taxed as is
*jffi lent to pay the amount uua therefor, in*
c.uiing interest and changes, will be sold
st’.boul further notice at public auction at
tbe town house in said town, on the first Mon*
c»y m February, 1918, at 9 o’.lock a. m.

possessed a kind and cheerful disposition, ever thoughtful of 11, always
looking and hoping for the best in every-

and

day

Name of

owner,

description of

propeny.
Horace Green, or unknown, pier- of
(ireen's
at
Point. North
aud
Brooks llie,
Erwn Hinckley estate, or unknown.
vmjil piece land at bro >k*>viile,
E*.ber How .rd fit., or unknown,
lot at South Brooks*
souse a..d
v

they have lost

leaves

one

died

years ago. She leaves also
Mrs. Fred Holt, of this place,

some

one

one

82

Winter Harbor, and several great-grand-

granddaughter,

Knight

of

sang

selection.

one

friends

the

tribute.

A

quartet
Interment was in the
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BAR

Mrs.
intense
years,
of the

44 08

Harriman

sufferer

died

at

her

She had been

Tuesday.

here

home
136 33

HARBOR.

Blanche

and

invalid

for

an

many

confined to her bed the greater part
She bore her pain with great
time.

childhood

spirit.
Bucksport,

real Christian

fortitude and

spent in
part of her liie

was

the greater

Bar Harbor.

She

fifty-nine

was

Her
but

spent in

was

of

years

daughter, Edna, of
age.
The body was taken to
I Bar Harbor.
! Bucks. «'rt for burial.
Sue leaves
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:

v. ••.
Mrs. El

an

-i

spent Saturday

Pit;ridge
in

at
1

dn»» Mason

is

putting in bis.ice

Hancock Point.
Mrs. Bessie

COLLECTOR'S NOTICE OF HALE.
Inlaid taxes oo lands situated in the town
of Dedham, in the county of Hancock, for

«u.i

Bangor.

William OBlinou
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organized array march off to war, says
the Pittsburgh Dispatch.
Easton's military organization, affectionately known as the City Guard,
is now the One Hundred and Fortyninth machine-gun company.
It left
for Mlneola, N. Y., to Join the “Rainbow” division, the first stage of a
swift journey to France and the battle
front.
In the ancient city of Speyer, upon
the Rhine, is a line of tombs in which
repose the old warrior emperors of
Germany. The legends say that they
arose by night over a century ago, retried the Rhine, and caused the defeat
of Napoleon at Lepsic; and that they
will arise again to protect Germany in
her greatest crisis. This Company of
Pennsylvania soldiers, heavily treading through the streets of Easton, presented a far more impressively impending fatality, for these were Pennsylvania German boys. Their names were
Ridenour. Lehr. Richenbacher, Kocher,
Darmstadt. Kiefer, Scherf, Selple, Volkert, and so on.
Two hundred rears ago their forefathers came to America from the Pfalz,
of which Speyer was the capital, and
these boys, notwithstanding their education in our greatest schools and colleges, and their two hundred years of
family history upon American soil, still
speak with fluency the ancient dialect
of the German Palatinate, locally
known ns Pennsylvania German.
Fate Is sending these boys back to
the land o'f their forefathers to
overcome
hy their living presence
the
assistance
of
the
spiritual
Is
It
ancient
of
kings
Speyer.

heels into the soft earth beside the
fallen tree on which they were sitting.
“I simply love you, and I must say so.”
“That’s just It,” said Clara English,
pouting. “JThere's no doubt you say it
often enough.
For two weeks you
said
have
hardly anything else.
Frankly, I'm weary of your swan song.
Please don't begin all over again.”
“You are a heartless flirt,” said the
young man coldly, as he rose to his
feet. "You have accepted my attentions, weli ..nowing your power, have
led me on, and when I admit my love,
scorn me.”
"I like you very much, Will,” said
the girl, lifting her shy eyes. “That is,
when you are good. But love Is not
Oh, I know you have
everything.
money, hut what I want is somebody
who will be my master, who will rule
me.
1 want to be run away with;
elope, or do something. This thing
of loving and wedding just like ordinary folks is revolting to my soul. Now
when you do something grand, or
smash a record somewhere, come back
and we’ll talk it all over. I’m going
in to tea now, so goodby.”
Will gazed after the lithe, supple
figure of his sweetheart as she walked
away toward the distant farmhouse
where they were putting In their vacaHe was filled with moodiness
tion.
and disgust.
He jumped up, and striking nis enne
wrathfully against an unoffending
stump, was about to follow In the wake
of the disappearing girl, when he
heard a low chuckle beside him. Turning, he saw the wrinkled and whiskered face of the farmer grinning
cheerfully.
Jasper Stebbins, farmer
and horse swapper, had a keen sense
of the absurd, but also a heart big
enough for two men.
"I heard you milkin’ love to the gal,”
he said. “An’ I heard what she said
back to you.
Now don’t git mad,
young feller. I’m twice your age an'
I’ve bin through It all. Land sakes,
I mind when I was courtin’ Mamly,
That
how she kept me a guesstn’.
girl’s a likely colt, but she needs to
be broke. Want to try?"
“What do you mean by spying on
me?” demanded the youth angrily.
“Wouldn’t git hufTy, If I was you,"
calmly responded the old man. “That's
a gal wuth saving, an’ she kin be had.
You know she’s goin’ down to Miss
Berry's past the bend In the lane tonight arter supper, an' you oughter
set out an’ keep her cojnpany. There’s
a lot of tramps bangin’ about these
days, an’ t’aln’t no proper place for a
gal to trail all alone. If I was you
I’d be kinder handy down to the bend
In case there’s any racket there.”
“Good
heavens!’’
ejaculated the
young man excitedly, as he acted on
the hint and started off at a run.
After supper Clara loitered about
the porch a u bile in the hope that Will
would appecr aud escort her down the
Finally she started
ui»il-.-y lai:o.
lb ei', Pied to make la r call and
.i:-c
got had. b fore it was too late in spite
of him.
She strode on her way, glancing now
and then ut the new moon. It was a
beautiful country lane with rail fences
on both sides, and huge elms, dropping
with foliage, fringing the path.
"Hold on u mianit, lady," suddenly
exclaimed a rough voice at her elbow.
"In a big hurry, ain’t you? Guess you
can find time to talk to a pore man as
hasn't had a bite to eat fur two days."
The girl turned In terror, aud saw a
startling figure, clad in garments too
ragged to hide the powerful muscles
of arms and legs.
“All I want is a quarter and a kiss,”
said the intruder. “No, you don't git
off that way."
As she w Birled about to run the man
caught her wrist in an irou grip and
drew her towards him. A shrill, despairing cry for help burst from the

Rhenish legend against Pennsylvania
machine guns. And theirs Indeed is
soldier blood.
Their names reflect
many soldiers of distinction from this
county In the Revolutionary, Mexican
and Civil wars, their fathers having
made In their time the same march
of the same route ns that made by the
boys on their way to camp.

Why Should We Wash?
Why does a boy object to washing
Or object still
his neck and ears?
more seriously to having them washed?
I have evolved a scientific and psychological reason which Is a complete answer to the question, but I prefer to
answer It by making a personal confession based on my own boyhood experiEdwin Puller In the Mother's Magazine. As a small boy. I objected to washing my own ears because
I could not see the dirt and because I
believed it unnecessary waste of time
which might be used more profitably
In play: and I strenuously objected to
my mother performing the operation
because she always hurt me.
There Is no period of the boy’s life
than the
more trying to the parent
period between eight and twelve, except only the age of early adolescence.
The chief characteristic of early l>oyhood is Individualism. He now recognizes himself ns an Individual entity
He
not correlated to society at large.
feels no obligation to humanity because lie does not yet realize that he Is
His individualan integral part of it.
ism manifests Itself in selfishness'and
self-centeredness.

Spirit of Martyrdom.
sons
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Due sms 11 rot t age
n
more of Phillips lake
oil above uescribed
U-t,
htrber. W White, or un
•mown. 101 acres form*rl7 Htmuel
Dodge
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E. W Braaiix. Colitctor of taxes
I
for the town of Dtdhaui tor the year 1917.
D^lbbm. Dec. 22, 1917.
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Unpaid

Lr.cTOR’% NOTICE

OF

hALK.

land situated iu the Plsutation of Ling Islaud. iu the couuly of H*u
^k.for the year 1917.
following taxes on real estate of non*
A resideut owneia in the Plantation of Long
islaud, for the years 1907 to 1917. committed to
lor collection lor aaid town, on the 3lat day
r* Ml*y. 1917, remains unpaid; a d notice is
Bereby giveu that if said tax is not previ°oily paid, so much of the real • state taxeo
**'• sufficient to pay the amount due therefor will be aoid
at public auction at schoolaoose, in said Plantation (the same being the
PUce
.own
where
anuuai
Iasi
the
WBeting of sai 1 town was held) on the first
Monday of February, 19i8, at uine o’clock a ui.
Same of owner, description of
Tax on
real eat
real estate.
Uhas H Mlllener. real estate contain• Qg
situated on
granite
quarry
northwestern aide of Black Island
said Plantation, value #5t>0,
#90 00
A. P. Davis, Collector of taxes for the
Pi. of Loug Islaud for ibe year 1917.
Frenchboro, Dec. 20. 1917.
taxes

on

I

fpHR

PACPKK

NOTICE.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
need assistance during five years beginning Jan. l, »»i5, and are legal residents of
e.isworth, 1 forbid all persons trusting them
“B ni>
accouut, a* there i» plenty of room and
to care for them at the City
'srm house.
Aim* B. Mitch six.
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girl’s lips.
Then over the fence leaped a young
He
man, his eyes ablaze with wrath.
dashed the trump to the ground, and
the latter, arising, sprang swiftly

|

resident owners in tbe towu of Bucksto
port aforesaid. *or the year 1917 committed
me lor collection for s»id towu on the 20th
an
1
remains
;
I9t7.
unpat
day of June.
notice is uereby given tnai if sain taxes, with
interest aud charges, are not prev oualy paid,
so much of the tea* estate taxed a* is sufficient
and necessary to pav tbe amount due there
for. including interest aud charges, will be
soid at public auction at Alamo Theatre, in
said town, on the first Monday in February,
1918. at niue o’clock a m.
Amt of
tax due
in
int
of
desc
owner,
of
rip’ion
Name
«chgs
property,
land
lot
of
Albion W Bowdeu, heirs,
formerly owned by Albion Bowdeu.
•
# 2 50
lot 165. 10 a. val #40.
Marv W Carter, house, stable and lot
23 45
of W V Treworgy. Pine at. val #600.
Wm R Gifford, Hi lot of laud of W \\
Collins, formerly E W Rogers and K
Stubbs heirs, lot 115, range 2, 90 a.
val #50.
Mra Frederick Grant, house.stable and
lot. P.ue at, vai #4**0; fi. Id formerly
19 71
Lampher aud Ch*ae. 3 a, val #100,
Austin E Kimball house, baru and
laud of Lafayette Kimball, lot 51,
rauge 7, 62 a. val *60j; lot of land
formerly Caroline Kimball, lot 32.
#i0t; lot of land
rauge 7, 15 a, vai
formerly Kimball heua. tot 51, range
7, 8 a. val #3c: lot of land lorineriy H
4756
Hopkins, val #40,
Ansel Libbe», lantt of Mary E Lowell,
formerly WUham H Lowell, range 1,
4 4
3 a. va *1U>,
Win A McKenney, house and lot, for8 48
merly Charles A Williams, vai #200.
Pennbacot Bay River Co, Colby wharf
41
val
#1.000,
(so called) and land,
Margaret A Leach eat. house, stable
and lot, corner Fianklin and Pine
27 19
-t reel, val #700,
Mrs Doris Fox est, store and lot. Main
lot
formerly
store
and
adg.
street,
53 15
James Emery, val #2,200.
Loots H. Ciandlib, Collector
of use. of the town of Bucksport.
Dec. If, 1917.

Self-Winding.
Bloggs had Just bought a new dog,
and took Moggs to have a look at it.
They hung over the stable door and
peeped at the puppy, who was twisting round and round in a frenzied effort to catch Its own tall.
"What sort o’ dog do yon call that?”
asked Moggs.
"Oh." replied Bloggs. “I bought h!m
for a watch dog!”
“I
“Oh. 1 see!" remarked Moggs.
suppose he’s winding himself uj now?”

regular work with attendant worries, nervous excitement possibly irregular, too hearty meals—have a tendency to upset the digestive sys*
tern: Headaches, biliousness, constipation result.
To prevent these troubles; to overcome them if too busy to.ward them off

—you will find remarkable relief in the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. A
remedy, the old-fashioned reliability of which has never been questioned in its
60 years’ sale. Your druggist or general storekeeper will recommend this medicine when selling it. Large bottle. Sample free.
For more reaaoos than one the true L. F. Atwood'a
Medicine ia handy Medicine to have handy.

“My brave will, sobbeu Clara as
she clung to him. “how frightened I
You won't let him come near me
again, will you?”
“It's all right, Clara,” he returned.
“You are safe with me. darling.”
"I am so glad.”
“Are you? Then will you let me be
was.

your protector always?”

“Always.”
the lovers walked away together
Uncle Jasper lifted a grinning face
“There's different
above the fence.
ways of breukin' fillies. Some takes it
easy and some Is shy, hut they all
learn to travel In double harness if
they ain’t spiled by too much coaxin’.
Reckon I'd better git home now, or
Mundy'll be scared fur me.”
(Copj right, 10LT. by W. G. Chapman.)
As

1

1

Snake-Charmer's Powers.
The Hindu snake-charmer has some
extraordinary Influence over these reptiles. They are curried about for exhibition purposes in large baskets
made for that purpose, and, while he
plays Ids “tubri.” these serpents are
made to perform in various ways. In
performing some of these feats the
charmer repeatedly breathes Into the
face of the serpent, and occasionally
blows spittle, or some medicated composition, upon them.

^

*,• ^*<hH"a C<fc*
Maaatwun””*

engine used for hoisting at the Brewer
Ice Co’s plant at Eagle lake.
Mr. Linscott was born here about forty-seven’
years ago, the son of the late William and
Priscilla I irtt.
rFVr’yin l'p« tr*
ried « Franlrl. >J.]
v
u
G :
f<»
and lived here n«»nl
xi
years *go, -a
he moved to E .x-'
h
xic wh';j -i
of exemplary cliaxacter, a reliable citizen,
and trustworthy in every respect..
His
the

NEWS

COUNTY

BLUEHILL.
Miss Allie Osgood, who has l?een borne
for a visit, returned to North Attleboro,

<•

Mass., Monday.
O-good arrived from Bangor last week to teach the school in the
Long Island district.
Mrp. Hannah Sargent has returned from
Miss Martha

death is

Lieut. R. V. N. Bliss

shock to

host

a

of

friends

and

a

widow

and

He leaves

children, turee brothers— diariesof Bar Hxrbor, Fred and Howard of West
Hancock and one sister, Mrs. Carrie
Bridges, of Weebawken, N. J. The funeral
several

home last week

was

a

acquaintances.

Augusta, where she spent the holidays
with her daughter, Mrs. Boyden Bearce.

furlough of two days. Lieut. Bliss
is taking a course in orthopedics at Har- was held at the home of (J. B. Bridges*
vard university.
Monday afternoon. Burial was at Pine
In the Red Cross membership drive 215 Tree cemetery, West Hancock.
for

a

Herrick,

M.

cured 120

A.

Mrs.

added in this town.

names were

society,

chairman of the

M. M.M
HANCOCK POINT.

names.

regular meeting of the Bluehill
Fire Co., Jan. 5, the following officers were
elected:- Chief, Norman Grey; first assistant, William Stover; second assistant,
A. K. Saunders; clerk, H. A. Saunders;
treasurer, Harry Hinckley.
The local branch of
the Red Cross

following

the

reports
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his back.
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was unable to goto the cusoffice several dayb last week, on

Sweaters, count of a severe cold.
durring
past
144; helmets, 70; scarfs, 60; blood sponges,
Glady Ruston of Ellsworth is at M
126
3% dozens; stockings,
pr., eye-wipes, Gertrude Lounder’s and
attending sch ah
8
oands,
1344; operating towels, doz.; eye
here.
4-inch
72
rolls, 794;
1248; pajamas,
pairs;
School reopened Monday, with M
^
knitted bands, 21; wash cloths, 1% doz;
c
fracture pillows, 12;
comfort
pillows, Carrie Turner of Milbridge teacher.
63; hospital socks, 2 pr.; afghan, 1; is boarding with Mrs. Ivory Foss.
Jan. 7.
M. R.
convalescence robes, 6; surgical shirts,
6; wristlets, 66; 1 box surgical supplies,
NORTH SULLIVAN.
64
Christmas packages for the
army
Simon Young died Sunday morning, afboys in the United States camps, and
the

45

three months:

packages for the boys in France.
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is at

E. Smith
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Eastman Hutchins.
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of St. Cloud, Mm., ia
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stockings
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service.
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Jerry Warren returned home from N?rthJay Friday.
hia
Sherman Libby wi'l soon move
family to Tunk Pond, where he has employment.
j Mrs. Phoebe Havey has recovered from

her recent illness, and has gone to Tunk
returned Satur- | Pond to spend the remainder of the winday to her school at Robbinston.
ter with her daughter, Mrs. Simon BunMiss Jennie Goodwin returned Thurs- ker.
H.
Jan. 7.
day from an extended visit at Lamome.
Mise

Beatrice Coombs

Mr. and Mrs.

holidays
urday.

Mathaurs,
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the

who have

Massachusetts,

spent

came

MARIA VILLE.

Sat-

Roy Morgan

t

Jonesport,
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brother, John Farnsworth.
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expected

Julia Butler are
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of Hancock is visMr. and Mrs.

student at Shaw’s busi-
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Capt. Freeman Closson left last week to
sister, Mrs. Walter G. Wells, in
Dorchester, Mass.
Urban Clewley of Clifton spent Saturday night and Sunday with his aunt, Mrs.
David Closson.
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guest of Hollis Reed.
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Jan. 7.
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SEAL COVE.
-f Lilaworth have a crew of men in towr «nd are
abou. t^ commence operations *»n a lot
bepurchased by them several year*
longing to the estate of the late W W. A.
Heath.
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Wm. Clough, with family, who moved
from Ellswoitb Falls to operate on his
wood lot, is living in the Millard Smith
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Jordan has been very 11
past week.
Hollis Carter has gone to Lowell Mass.,
to work in a munition factory.
Mrs.

from lb*- ho f

vdo-1 a.

Mrs. Marian

Williams.
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out of the

the

Stratton

a
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Nathan Jordan is still ill, but appears
little better.

grandparents,

Lee Goodwin,

has

George A. Frost is confined to tbo house
with a cold.

Mrs. Bertha Berry and two children, of

away.

She Was Out of It.
Old Zeb Jackson, the champion
whitewasher, waited down the main
street of the village one morning
dressed In his best suit, with a large,
brilliant buttonhole bouquet and with
cotton gloves on his big hands.
"Hello, Zeb.” said the postman, “are
you taking a holiday?”
“Dish yere,” said the old man with
a proud wave of his huge hand, “dish
yere am nmh goldlag wedding anniversary, sah. Ah’tu celebratin’ hit.”
“But your wife,” said the postman,
I saw her at
“is working as usual.
the w-ash tub as I passed your house.”
“Her?” said Zeb hotly. "She ain't
pot nutttn’ ter do wlf hit. She's mah
foilTh."—Omaha Herald.

at times your

“Dear me. Will, why will you be so
annoying? When you’re nice, I'm sure
you are very nice, but when you begin
to talk that way—”
"What do you expect a chap to do?”
asked Will Sinclair, as he dug his

C.

Jan. 7.
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£ WINNING OF CLARA"

Easton, Pa., the mountainous little
city which guards the eastern entrance
to the Lehigh valley, suffered recently
the deeply moving shock of pathos and
patriotism which must come to the
towrs and cities of America, one after
another, ns the flower of their boys in

an

Ljcrtti

t

KIN

“Rainbow” Division Contains a Company of Pennsylvania Germans Who
Still 8peak Mother Tongue.
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Could Not Elat or Sleep
Made Well By PERUNA
Mr. William E. Denny, 1023 Park
Ave., Springfield, Ohio, writes:
“I find great pleasure in writing
you and thanking you for what Peruna
Has already done for me.
I
have been troubled with catarrh for
years, and it had affected my head,
throat and stomach,
nose,
that I
could not eat nor steep with any satisfaction.
“I have just taken three bottles.
I
can eat most anything and am greatly
relieved of nervousness, so that when
I lie down I can sleep without the
least trouble. I recommend it to all
those who are sufferers of that dreadThou who object to liquid mediful disease, catarrh."
-cine* can procure Peruna Tablet*.

Catarrh
For Years
Can Now
Eat and

Sleep
To

My

Satisfaction

>
*

house

‘TORPEDO MINE' NEW MENACE

MAKES WARSHIP
LOOK LIKE TUB

Endanger Passing Ships.
The newest engine of war to be introduced by the Germans is the “torpedo mine,” according to the captain
of a Briitsh merchant vessel who is
also a reserve officer in the British

Painters Disguise Craft to Deceive Foe Lurking in

Enemy

!

Even Dreadnaughta Made to Appear
as Something but the Monsters
They Are—Navy Men Like
the Best.
1

By J. M. DAIGER,
Correspondent Chicago News.
Norfolk, Va.—“And what is that old
tnb lying over there, captain?”
“That happens to be a brand new
torpedo boat destroyer that has Just
arrived to be manned and put into immediate service.”
The thing that made me call the new
destroyer an old tub Is the thing that
makes the commander of a German
ll-boat look through his periscope and
remark: “A fine morning, but not a
ship in sight.” if the next instant
finds the submarine banked straight
down into Davy Jones’ locker, it is because the commander failed to launch
a torpedo at the “fine morning” and
because the “fine morning” got in its
shot first.
It is the naval camouflage—the
painting of ships to look at a short distance like what they are not and at
a long distance like nothing at all.
Even a

Superareaanaugiu.

Impossible as It might seem to make
superdreadnaughts appear anything
but the monsters they are, there are
nevertheless processes of camouflage
'for them. It Is obvious that details
as to what designs are being used on
various types of ships are not for publication. especially in view of the fact
that experimental schemes for having
ships sail in false colors—not under
them—are constantly being tried out.
I saw one of the largest of the naval
which has several times
colliers,
crossed the Atlantic since America’s
entry into the war. that had a very
simple scheme of camouflage in which
only grays were used. Simple in conception and execution, apparently, but
it had an amazing effect on the appearance of the ship a short distance
at sea, and from what happened at
that short distance I have no doubt the
collier was lost to the eye when it got
much farther away.
The older naval officers incline to
the opinion that the regulation navy
gray by itself is better than any camouflage that the artists have invented,
and they are frankly skeptical about
these riots of color and freak designs
that the scientific application of one
of the fine arts is smearing over their

ships.
The camouflage used by a great
merchantmen is familiar to everyone who has observed the shipping
in the harbors along the Atlantic coast.
These vessels close up look like
scrambled rainbows or like the palette
of an artist in his cups. The weather
lias much to do with the power of
these gay colors to create optical illusions.
It is almost impossible for people
living comfortably in large cities to
imagine the hardships which the men
who watch our coasts are suffering at
this time of year. Twenty degrees below zero in the Rocky mountains is
not so cold as the weather around the
The government has supplied
capes.
the hundreds of men on the patrol
boats, the submarine chasers and the
mine sweepers with their allotment of
winter clothing, but they need knitted
articles.
Sometimes Must Let it Sink.
many

Should disaster overtake a ship the
rules in the district office at Norfolk
say the first consideration must be the
war needs of the country.
One vessel
must not risk danger to save another.
The conservation of ships and of men.
not the chivalry and the courage and
the heroism of the sea, must guide the
decision of those who would save a
shipwrecked crew. If the number of
lives involved is very great—great
enough to justify the risk of a smaller
number of lives—then the rescue may
be attempted. But if there is doubt
that a rescuing party will Itself return
from

a

perilous Journey

to

number of lives, then the
is firm.

save a

war

small

time

rule

Early every morning the ships go
in pairs, sister ships, with their
huge “broom" stretched across from

out

vessel to the other, to make clear
the path for the merchantmen and
warships that must pass through the
capes and out to sea and for those that
come in during the day.
Do they find
I doift know.
any German mines?
If
But
there are German mines to he
found near our coasts, the work ot
the mine sweepers is a risky business
Indeed. Even If there are no German
mines, I suppose It is quite possible
for an American mine—there are thousands of them planted in the district—
to break loose from the great ipinc
field in Hampton Roads, or elsewhere
and drift in the way of unsuspectlnt
ship. And there is always the possi
billty of the enemy within doing whai
unceasing vigilance in the naval dis
trict is trying to prevent him fron
one

lining.
Golfers Buy Sheep to Mow Links.
Arkansas City. Ark.—Combining pa
triotism and economy, members of t ill
I'mntry elub have purchased a find
o*
si. ,p tu IUU.V their link*.

!

v:'

Camp Gordon, Ga.—There Is one lad
wearing khaki in this eamp who en-

prettily.

Blasting With Lime.
When water Is added to calcium
oxide, or quicklime, the lime expands
slowly with almost Irresistible force.
This property of quicklime was utilized recently to break up piers twelve
feet wide, twenty feet long and twelve
feet high. The piers stood between
similnr piers that supported engines in
constant operation and therefore had
to be removed without Injury to the
machinery. It was impossible to blast
the piers, and hand cutting was too
slow and expensive. The work was ae-,
complished by drilling three-inch vertical holes, three feet deep and three
feet apart in both directions, over the
entire area of the piers and filling
them within six inches of the top with
fresh slaked lime, in pieces one-half
Inch to one and a half inches wide. As
soon as the lime was thoroughly wet
the tops of the holes were filled with
brick dust, which was well tamped. Id
about ten minutes cracks started in
every direction and the entire top of
the foundation pier was broken into
three-foot cubes.
Where Affliction Is Qualification.
An unusual advertisement appeared

in a Chicago paper recently, desiring
the services of five humpbacked men.
The explanation of this strange want
U§ even more Interesting than the announcement, says Popular Mechanics

Magazine.
It

that

a large envelope facfill its orders, decided
to work nights as well ns days.
Long
experience had demonstrated that in
the use of certain machines women
were better operators than men by
reason of thefr hands being more delicate and nimble.
The owner does not
believe in factory work at night fot
women, and the men proved clums.v
and slow. It was then he set a hour to
seek men who were well but physically
Incapable of heavy work. He decided
that humpbacks had the necessary
qualifications of more agile and sensitive touch, and an actual test proved
such to be the fact. Hence the advertisement.
seems

SUPERIOR IN MANY RESPECTS
Outdoor Affair* Can Be Maintained at
Uniform Temperature Over Long
Period—Ventilators Add to

Efficiency.
(Prepared by the United State* Department of Agriculture.)
Outdoor storage cellars or caves are
excellent for the storage of many vegetables.
They are particularly desirable on the farm, as they afford convenient and inexpensive storage facilities fur surplus vegetable crop* that
otherwise might be lost. They possess
all the advantages of the storage room
In the basement and are superior In
The outdoor storage
many respects.
cellar can be maintained at a uniform
It Is
temperature over a long period.
possible to keep the cellar dool and
quickly to reduce the temperature of

Have you now?”
"Nothing bit the awfnl dread of being refused has deterred us, captain.”
answered Miss Randall. "Think of our
feelings, when after laying our heacts
and fortunes at your feet you refuse to

to

j

j

A Novelette.
When he came into the room where
she sat he was struck at once by her
marvelous beauty. At first she did not
observe him, but finally she glanced In
his direction.
There was something ahont him that
caused her to unbend from her hauteur.
She fell quickly into hls vein of
merry banter, and when at last he left
she rolled her eye at him.
With that innate courtesy for which
our hero was celebrated he picked
up
her glass eye and returned It to her.

u^worthlness—”

j

Happy Thought.
“Haven’t you forgotten something,
sir?" asked a waiter of a customer
who was about to depart without giving the customary gratuity.
“Dear me!” exclaimed the diner.
“How fortunate it was vou spoke!
My wife told me not to spend my
money foolishly, and I was just about
to give you a tip!”
Domestic Strategy.
“I saw you rush out of your house
this morning. Anything wrong?”
“Nothing serious. I had been having some words with my wife and was
just executing a ’retreat to victory.’
“I can understand the retreat, but
where did the victory come In?"
“I got away without having to write
I

of

great assistance in
ig.

A type ot ntorage cellar much used
In Northern sect tons of the country j,
built partly under ground.
The wall,
nre of masonry and extend to a
po|m
the
surface
above
of
the ground.
Just
walls
these
On
plates are set and ■
roof of frame construction erected.
The roof structure is celled on the nnder side of the rafter* and some suit,
able Insulating material, such as
dry
sawdust or shavings, packed in thspace between the rafters, and then
the sheathing, paper, and roofing m>.
terfal are applied. This type of strut,
ture Is preferable In mnny
respect*
to the above-ground type, as It Is e»».
ler to mnintaln the temperature at tit
proper point and Its Insulation is $
comparatively easy matter.
Protection froth freezing may he
cured with a simpler type of structurt
by making It entirely underground. in
order to avoid s-p* down to the lev*)
of the Ihwtr. with the coiiKis,ueni extra
labor In storing and removing the veg^.
tables, a sldchill location la desirable.
The excavation In the hill should bt
of the approximate size of the cellar,
using the dirt for covering the mot
and for hanking the sides of the strut,
A frame Is erected by setting
ture.
two rows of posts of uniform height In
the bottom of the pit near the dirt
walls and a third line of posts about 5
the
feet
hither,
through
center
These posts serve as supof the pit
ports for the planks or puncheons
forming the room of the structure, at
with the above-ground type of storage cellar already described.
The
door Is placed at one end and a ventilator put In the roof.
The whole
structure with the exception of the
portion occupied by the door Is covered with dirt and sod. The thlcknes,
of the covering must be determined
by the location; the colder the climate
the thicker the covering. The dirt cow
erlng may be supplemented In winter by a layer of manure, straw, corn
Outdoor storage cellar!
fodder, etc.
usually are left with dirt floors, as a
certain degree of moisture Is desirable.
These cellars may be made of concrete, hrtek, hollow tile, stone, or other
material.
Outdoor Storage Cellar Built of Con.

hands of a German firing squad in
Brussels sent a thrill of horror through
the world.
It was no easy matter for young Cavell to break into the army. Not un- listen.”
"That s just the contingency I have
til after several vain attempts, both in j
the United States and In Canada, did heen providing for. The very point we
he succeed in getting himself straight- were discussing when you Joined ns
ened ont on the first quarter of the and I said thnt to every girl I refused
this year I would give a Jersey cow.
course which he expects to lead to the
satisfaction of his desire for revenge. I've a fine drove of them, you know,
At the time of the murder of his and it’s no more than right that there
cousin he was only eighteen and small should be some little consolation prize
for his years. His father had been en- offered."
gaged in business in Chicago since he \ “That's not so bad; but great heavhad transplanted the family from the ens. captain!” exclaimed one of the
native heath In the county of Kent. younger men. “Have yon the least idea
England, some years before. Kent was of what you are liable to get into?”
also the 111 fated nurse’s home, and as
The group on the veranda broke up
a very small boy young Cavell had deand Peggy, together with a half dozen
veloped an admiration and affection of the young people, went outside to
for his cousin, some ten or fifteen years arrange for the theatricals, leaving to
his senior, that bordered almost on the rest the discussion of the eccentric
adoration.
bachelor's latest.
The end of the season came and
Rejected by Canada.
Inexpressibly shocked by the news found the captain still open to engageof his cousin’s atrocious death, the ments and he confided to one of the
Crete.
boy Immediately presented himself to young ladles that he was thinking seThe type of outdoor storage cellar
the agents of the Canadian recruiting riously of settling down lest he might
describee! above, while low In first cost.
forces In Chicago for enlistment In make the mistake of walking dear
An Outdoor Storage Cellar, Typical of
Is short lived, as the conditions In the
the overseas service, but he was re- through the wood and then at last pickThose Used In the South for Storcellar are favorable to the decay of
jected on account of his age and size— ing up a crooked stick.
ing Sweet Potatoes and Other Root
wood.
The concrete storage cellar, alhe was many pounds underweight. He
It Consists of a Pole and
“You accept whatever offers tonight,
Crops.
even went to Canada and brought all
though rather high In first cost, as
It
she
With
Sod
and
Frame
said
Plank
Covered
mischievously.
captain,”
the political Influence he could com- was the
compared with wood. Is a permanent
Straw.
night of the last dance of the
Concrete possesses several
structure.
pass to bear In order to carry out his
season.
the stored product to the desired
advantages over brick, stone, or other
purpose, but again was turned down.
Captain Neely, who was not a dancNo one could have hailed the enpoint for safe storage by opening the decay-resisting materials. In the coning man, promenaded the veranda with j
door during the night and closing It
struction of a small structure suitable
trance of America Into the war with
a combination of blonde hair and pink
for the home It Is possible to moke
In the morning before the air becomes
more real joy than he.
It would give
muslin on his arm.
And to emAll ventilators should likewise
the roof self-supporting.
him his long awaited opportunity to
warm.
“Well, Peggy, why don't you begin: j
be kept tightly closed until the outgain some recompense for the murder
ploy unskilled labor, thus lessening
surely
you have heard this thing done j
It Is a simple mutter to wathe cost.
of his cousin, he thought. He was
side air Is again cooler than that withtimes enough to know how?”
in the cellar, when they should be
terproof concrete, a feature highly deagain doomed to disappointment. A reShe had dropped his arm and the ;
cruiting officer told him that he was
opened, unless the outside tempera- sirable In a storage cellar.
joke as soon as they were out of sight i
For detailed Information In refertoo small.
ture Is so low as to be dangerous. This
Nothing daunted, he car- of the
he ingroup on the veranda, but
ried his case to Washington In person
snfeguards the product and adds to ence to the mixing and handling of
sisted on keeping up the conversation
and the matter was placed before the
the efficiency of the storage chamber.
concrete, the reader Is referred to
as it had started out.
war department through an Influential
Vegetables can be more conveniently Farmers' Bulletin 461, entitled "The
Miss Randall was generally regarded
army officer In Chicago.
placed In such a cellar thqn in the Use of Concrete on the Farm,”
as a young woman without a vulnerThe site for the concrete storage
Permission was given him to volunstoruge room In the basement of a
able point: stone-hearted In fact. In
cellar should be selected with the same
teer In the signal corps, and this he
dwelling.
of
high
a
she
was
unusually
girl
reality
considerations In mind as for the
did In Chicago last June. He has Just
When the chief use of the outdoor
ideals and probably because she had
been transferred to Camp Gordon as a
wood-frame Cellar, namely, a wellcellar
Is
for
storing
turnips,
In
storage
much
she
to
so much
expected
give
member of the outpost company of the
drained, convenient location, preferbeets, carrots, and other root crops
Not perfection but her Ideal
return.
be
317th signal battalion under Major
commoely used as stock for food. It ably a sidehlll, Into which It may
one and Capa
noble
of mnnhood was
The excavation should be Just
built.
Hemphill. Eagerly devoting himself tain
he
located
near
the
should
stable,
to
to
her
seemed
times
Neely at
to his duties and apt to learn, he allarge enough for the dirt walls to serve
material will be convenient
fulfill it more than any man she had where the
ready has been scheduled for the rank
When It Is to he as the outside form for tit** concrete.
for winter feeding.
known.
>et
of top sergeant In his company.
He
For that portiou of the wall which is
us' d for vegetables for the table the
It always seamed to her that she
also has developed his physique until
should
be
accessible
from
the
cellar
never appeared to such poor advantage
now he Is as hardy as the best soldier
If apples or Xmmmm
the kitchen at all times.
as when with him. for then all
In the army.
He hopes for a transfer
other fruits are to be stored In an outconversationalist, with
as
a
ability
to the aviation section, as It Is the goal
door storage cellar It Is desirable to
which she was credited, seemed to deof his ambition to hurl bombs on the
have a two-compartment cellar, one
sert her and she felt that to him she
Boches from the air.
must appear a most uninteresting per- for vegetables and one for apples, with
A visitor to Camp Gordon this week
a ventilating apparatus In each comson.
to see his son, Cavell’s father called
I
Now she dared not let him see that ! partmeut.
on Captain Allen of the outpost comConstruction of Cellar.
she was afraid to go on with the farce,
pany and recited the story of Lawso
In the gayest manner she began
As the root cellar must be w dither
rence’s long baflled determination of
again just as they came upon a seat | proof, that Is, eapuble of being kept
a
the
himself
had
revenge,
thing
boy
free from moisture and free from
among the trees Into which the capbeen too modest to do.
tain deliberately threw himself, leavfrost. Its type and construction vary
Like Older Sister to Him.
v. Itb the geographical location.
In the
ing her standing: “My adorable James
The father said the lad had been —Isn't that the way they usually besouthern portion of the country the
brought up In tbe same house In Kent gin?”
structure is usually enllrely above
with Miss Cavell. and that her rela“Very good." was the answer, “but I ground and protected by only u few
tionship to him was rather that of a positively refuse to listen to any pro- Inches of sod and with straw, leaves,
End View of an Outdoor Storage Celdevoted elder sister than of q cousin.
lar, Showing the Frame of Posts
posal unless the suitor gets down on etc. In Northern sections outdoor j
“It
Covered With Planks or Puncheon*
storage cellars are made almost enmatters not what branch of serv- his knees."
ice I am In," the boy told his father.
“You hose man. you evidently mean
and With Dirt
Additional Protectirely below ground and covered with
“I shall die satisfied only when I have to luxuriate In the situation, but I can't
a foot or two of earth.
tion May Be Given by Placing Madrawn blood for blood, and I pray God go down on my knees here. I’ll soli
nure. Btraw, or Corn Fodder on Top
Stonge In Regions of Mild Winters.
to live to see that day.
I expect to. my dress.”
of the Dirt
An above-ground storage cellar, suitHe will answer my prayer.
Captain Neely gravely spread his ed u> conditions In southern sections
above the surface of the ground a
w as
lull in
murdered
a pocket handkerchief on the ground in
without
of the Vnlted Stntes may be built on
The Inside
hearing in cold blood by the kaiser. front of him and Imperatively mo- a well-drained site at slight expense. hoard form must be used.
form Is usually made of hoard held
She was an English girl, and they tioned her to kneel, and that she did.
A row of posts may be set 5 or 6 feet
in place by scantling spaced about 18
«nd In the most approved voice of supsang the hate song over her dead body.
apart, extending 7 or 8 feet above the
Inches apart
Temporary supports
I expect to sing the song of hate over pressed emotion began:
surface of the ground, with a ridgeshould he placed across the top to
the dead bodies of Germans. No sac“My adorable James: while deeply
on top of them.
pole
placed
Against
carry the form, so that It will be of
rifice is too great, no punishment too conscious of my great
each side of the ridgepole a row of the
size and shape desired. The slda
"Don't mention It.”
severe, no hardship too trying; death
planks or puncheons Is placed, with walls and roof should be so constructItself a coveted reward, Just so I am
“—I must utter the words that have
their opposite ends resting In a shaled that there will be no Joints to weakpermitted to put bullets into German *o long trembled upon my lips—I—I—.”
4
or
low
5
trench
feet
from
en the structure.
The form for the
hearts as that firing squad under or“Well, otter them.”
The ends are boardthe line of posts.
ders put them into my cousin's heart.
celling mny be slightly arched by set“—May I dare believe that the feeled up. a door being provided in one
I am In the war for a purpose and I ing I entertain for you is In a measure
ting a temporary line of posts through
shall accomplish It.”
I reciprocated, and that at no distant end of the structure and the room cov- the middle of the excavation. A plate
sod
to a depth of 5 or 6
ered
with
unutterable happlaced on these posts a few Inches
Deeply grained as his hatred of the time I may have the
A good type of outdoor storInches.
higher than the height of the side
Teuton race had grown, Mr. Oavell pines* of calling my own one whose
built
age cellar
along these lines Is walls will allow the form boards to
welfare so entirely till* my soul and
said that his son had no
quarrel with
shown In the illustration.
be luld crosswise of the cellar, springindividual Germans. Scores of them in whose slightest wish will ever be my
Storage in Regions of Severe Freezes. ing the ends down and securing them
Chicago, he added, had expressed to law?”
to the forms for the Inside of the
“You may.” gravely answered the beIn sections where low temperatures
his family their horrified resentment
walls.
loved one and he bent forward to raise prevail It Is necessary to insulate the
of the execution of Miss CavelL
The whole struqjure with the exI the accepted suitor from her knees.
storage house so that the vegetables
“Oh. you promised you would rewill not freeze. An above-ground type
ception of the portion occupied by the
Chance to Marry Tree.
fuse,” and Peggy looked as though a
of storage house much used In many
door. Is covered with earth to prevent
Lorain, O.—Mayor L. M. Moore of
cold shower hath had suddenly deSections of the North has thick walls
freezing, the thickness of the earth
Lorain has been mayoring two years,
scended upon her.
Oiled with insulating material, such
covering depending upon the geoand has not yet performed a marriage
"Promised!
I promised nothing of
as sawdust or shavings. The construcgraphical location. In the colder sec1
Now he wants to marry
ceremony.
tions of the country 2 or 8 feet
the kind. I merely said what I would
is of frame and the walls are usution
some
couple before he becomes an do In ca*e I refused. But.
and additional
is not
too
10 to 12 Inches thick.
much,
you see, I
Both
ally
the
“ex" and before his powers as a matrido not refuse. I accept.”
Inside and the outside walls are
protection may be given bv using a
monial splicer expire.
(Copyright. •?!", by W. G. Chapman.)
sheathed with matched lumber so on
supplementary covering of straw, fod“I have read up on the
requireIn severe cold weathder, or manure.
make
them
to
The
airtight.
rafters
ments and believe I can do a
good
Much Depends on Family.
er both the top and bottom air ducts
er« cc-i'pd on the under side with the
Job," said the mayor.
It doesn’t take much to make a
must be cloned. It is well to cover the
same material and the space between
"All that I need is a couple. To the
whole family happy If It is the kind
outside ends of the air Inlets by woven
the rafters Ailed with dry Insulating
first applying I will marry them free,
of family that Isn’t expecting too
wire In order to prevent small animaterial.
The use of building paper
and give the bride a present"
much to start out with.
mals from entering the Storage cellar.
in tie- roof and walls of the storage
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“I remember seeing one vessel in the
danger zone not long ago that seemed
I
to have a destroyer lying beside it.
thought the captnin very fortunate to
have such protection, but did not have
time to envy him because of the danWhen I got
gers that confronted me.
to port the freighter came in and I noticed. much to my surprise, that it had
a full-sized and rigged destroyer painted on each side amidships.”

tory. unable

Particularly Desirable for Stor*
age of Many Surplus
Vegetable Crops.

M

wit and her Inexhaustible resources as
“I am disgusted with
an entertainer.
the way you young ladies are neglecting your leap year advantages, and I
will wager that not one of you has
made an offer of marriage this year.

tered the army with a fixed determination to avenge a deeply seated private wrong.
He is Lawranoe R. Cavell of Chicago, first cousin and boyhood companion of Edith Cavell. the English Red
Cross nurse whose execution at the

a detonating cap. as well as one or two
over
the
are distributed
more that
tube.
“Like the “periscope mine,” which
made its appearance when the British
admiralty gave the order for all merchantmen to attempt to sink submarines by ramming them and offered a
reward for each, the new mine was
quickly discovered, and. according to
the captain, is now carefully watched
for.
The merchant captain also had
something to say about the art of
camouflage which is now being used
on merchant vessels to offset the submarines.
“I have seen vessels painted so many
different colors and in such odd ways
that to attempt to describe them would
be folly," he said. “I don’t understand
the work myself, but have seen some
evidences of it at sea that have fooled

me

-■

Officer* in United States and Canada on Account of Small Size
—-Wants Blood for Blood.

peller stops, becoming
mine. The torpedo nose becomes

!•

“Oh, Peggy, have you heard Captain Neely's offer?” was screeched by
a
bevy of veranda beauties as Margaret Randnll Joined them.
“Offer of what?”
"Oh, gracious, girls, tell her!”
"Why, the captain hns offered-,”
began one of the damsels.
“You mistake, my dear young lady.”
Interrupted the captain. "I offer nothBut I have signified my willinging.
ness to consider any or all offers made
me.
You see, Miss I’eggy,” said he.
turning toward the late arrival, who.
nlthongh far from being beautiful,
ruled them by right of brightness, her

Rejected Many Time* by Recruiting

high explosive

—
_

By E. HOLLAND.

NOW IN THE SIGNAL CORPS

that has missed its mark.
In the past, when a torpedo was fired
at a merchant or war vessel by a submarine and failed to strike the mnrk.
the explosive tube kept on Its course
until its motive power died out, when it
sank. Now, however, the Germans have
perfected the torpedoes to such a degree that if one misses its target it
will turn over and float when the proa

■»
M

Companion.

According to this captain, the new
idea is just what the name implies and
is nothing more than a spent torpedo

CELLARS OR CAVES

JPEGGY’S PROPOSALS

Seeks Vengeance for Brutal Murder of His Boyhood

Davy.

Waters.

CAMOUFLAGE IN THE IMVY

Gray

EDITH CAVELl’S
| i COUSIN IN ARMY

Weapons Released by U-Boats Now
Float When Power Is Spent and

Is

nutating It.
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